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Advanced Functional Programming 

 

1. 1 Syllabus 

 

1.1. Highlights of the Curriculum 
 

• Algebraic types, type classes 

• Higher-order types, existential types 

• Uniqueness typing 

• Dynamics, generic programming 

• Purely functional data structures 

• Parallel and distributed programming 

• Combinators, combinator libraries 

• Monadic programming 

• Interactive programs (functional reactive programming) 

• Embedded domain-specific languages 

2. 2 Motivation 
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2.1. Why Functional Programming? 
 

• Better support for structured programming: functional languages make it easy to create clean, simple, and 

composable abstractions (e.g. use of higher-order functions). 

• Functional programs are often shorter and easier to understand, they are closer to the specification due to their 

inherited mathematical nature. 

• Functional languages put emphasis on what computation should be performed and not how to compute it. 

• Learning to program with types and pure functions might give a brand new view on other programming 

languages and paradigms. 

2.2. Functional Languages Used Out There 
 

In this course, purely functional languages are considered, in particular: 

• Haskell is a standardized, general-purpose purely functional programming language, with non-strict semantics 

and strong static typing, based on the lambda calculus. Monadic programming enables Haskell to work with 

side effects in an explicit manner.http://www.haskell.org/ 

• Clean shares many properties with Haskell, however I/O is done through a uniqueness typing system, 

computation is based on graph rewriting and reduction.http://wiki.clean.cs.ru.nl/Clean 

3. 3 Literature 

 

3.1. Recommended Reading 
 

• P. Koopman, R. Plasmeijer, M. van Eekelen, S. Smetsers. Functional Programming in Clean, 2002. 

• R. Plasmeijer, M. van Eekelen, J. von Groningen. Clean Language Report 2.2, December 2011. 

• B. O'Sullivan, D. Stewart, J. Goerzen. Real World Haskell, 1st Edition. O'Reilly Media, November 2008. 
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4.1. Purely Functional Languages 
 

Important features of contemporary purely functional programming languages are as follows. 

• No destructive assignment (immutable, persistent values), variables are used in mathematical sense, 

referential transparency. 

• Lazy evaluation: arguments are evaluated on demand (at most once), data structures may be infinite, e.g. lazy 

lists: [1,3...],  (bottom, aka. undefined or undef) 

• Strongly typed (every sub-expression has a static type), type inference at compile time, every type is 

algebraic. 

• Side effects are simulated: through using monads or applying rules of a linear logic. 

4.2. Elements of a Functional-Language Type System 
 

• Predefined types (Prelude, StdEnv): Int, Char, Bool, lists, tuples, records, arrays, etc. 

• Polymorphic types (e.g. f :: [a] -> a). 

• Type classes. 

• Algebraic data types (ADT). 

• Higher-order types. 

• Type constructor classes (higher-kinded polymorphism). 

• Union and existential types. 

• Uniqueness types, generalized algebraic data types (GADT). 

4.3. Recap: Type Checking 
 

1 + True 

Haskell: 

 

    No instance for (Num Bool) 

      arising from the literal `1' 

    Possible fix: add an instance declaration for (Num Bool) 

    In the first argument of `(+)', namely `1' 

 

length 3 

Haskell: 

 

    No instance for (Num [a0]) 

      arising from the literal `3' 

    Possible fix: add an instance declaration for (Num [a0]) 

    In the first argument of `length', namely `3' 

 

4.4. Recap: Type Definitions, Annotations 
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• Type signature (optional): 

 

identifier :: type 

 

• Elementary types: Int, Bool, Char - usually defined as part of the standard libraries. 

• Type identifiers must start with uppercase letters. 

 

Start :: Int           xs :: [Int]     ys :: [Bool] 

Start = 3 + 4          xs = [1,2,3]    ys = [True,True,False] 

 

z :: [[Int]]           sum    :: Num a => [a] -> a 

z = [[1,2,3], [1,2]]   length :: [a] -> Int 

 

• Annotations in type definitions (!, *, etc.). 

4.5. Recap: Parametric and "Ad Hoc" Polymorphism 
 

• Polymorphic type: type containing type variables. Functions with polymorphic types are called polymorphic 

functions.Haskell: 

 

length :: [a] -> Int    -- `a' is a type variable, it must 

head   :: [a] -> a      -- start with a lowercase letter 

 

Behavior of a polymorphic function does not depend on the actual type. 

• "Ad hoc" polymorphism: Many different implementation for the same signature (overloading), while the 

behavior is always determined by the type. 

 

(+) :: Num a => a -> a -> a   -- Haskell 

 

 

(+) :: a a -> a               // Clean 

 

4.6. Recap: Type Synonyms, newtype 
 

• A type synonym is a new name for an existing type, values of different synonyms of the same type are 

entirely compatible. 

 

type String = [Char]    -- Haskell 

:: String :== [Char]    // Clean 

 

• In Haskell, newtype introduces a new type whose representation is the same as an existing type. 

 

newtype NewInt = N Int 

 

• Unlike type synonyms, it may be used to define recursive types. 

• N coerces a value from type Int to type NewInt without execution overhead. 
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• N    

5. 5 Algebraic Data Types 

 

5.1. Constructors 
 

Algebraic data type (variant type): a data type each of whose values is derived from other data types, expressed 

by one of its constructors. 

• Constructors may have zero or more arguments. 

 

-- Haskell                // Clean 

-- nullary constructor 

data Nullary = Nullary    :: Nullary = Nullary 

 

-- wrapping a datum 

data Wrapped = W Int      :: Wrapped = W Int 

 

• Constructors become constructor functions for values of the corresponding types. 

 

Nullary :: Nullary         -- unit type 

W       :: Int -> Wrapped 

 

5.2. Constructors (cont'd) 
 

• Constructors simply act like "tags", the wrapped datum can be only unwrapped ("deconstructed") by pattern 

matching. 

 

getInt :: Wrapped -> Int 

getInt (W n) = n 

 

• W    

• Smart constructor: placing extra constraints on the construction of values, obtain a normal form for 

constructed data. 

 

data Natural = Natural Integer 

 

natural :: Integer -> Natural 

natural n | n < 0     = error "invalid number" 

          | otherwise = Natural n 

 

5.3. Sum of Types 
 

Algebraic types may be composed, i.e. they can be formed by combining other types. 

One way of combination is a sum of types: 

• Values of the type could be one of the several different, but fixed types. 

• Only one of the types can be in use at any one time. 
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• Constructors (as tags) are used to explicitly indicate the used type. 

 

data Notes = A | B | C | D | E | F | G  -- enumeration type 

 

data SumType = T Int | U String 

 

getInt :: SumType -> Int        getString :: SumType -> String 

getInt (T n) = n                getString (U s) = s 

getInt _     = error "invalid"  getString _     = error "invalid" 

 

5.4. Product of Types 
 

Algebraic types may be composed, i.e. they can be formed by combining other types. 

Another way of combination is a product of types: 

• Direct product of two or more types. 

• The structure is determined by the fixed order of the operands - the result may contain all possible 

combinations of elements from the types used. 

• Compontents of the product are extracted by pattern matching. 

 

data Tuple2 = Tuple2 Int String 

data Tuple3 = Tuple3 Char Char Int 

 

getInt :: Tuple2 -> Int    getString :: Tuple2 -> String 

getInt (Tuple2 n _) = n    getString (Tuple2 _ s) = s 

 

unit: product of no types 

5.5. Product of Types: Records 
 

Product types can take a form of a record type, for which the components of a tuple can be accessed by a label. 

 

-- Haskell                    // Clean 

data Point = Point            :: Point = 

  {   x       :: Double           {  x        :: Real 

  ,   y       :: Double           ,  y        :: Real 

  ,   visible :: Bool             ,  visible  :: Bool 

  }                               } 

 

 

origo :: Point                origo :: Point 

origo = Point { x = 0.0       origo = { x = 0.0, y = 0.0 

  , y = 0.0, visible = True }           , visible = True } 

 

5.6. Product of Types: Records 
 

 

-- Haskell                      // Clean 

isVisible :: Point -> Bool 

isVisible { visible = True } = True 

isVisible _                  = False 
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getX :: Point -> Double         getX :: Point -> Real 

getX p = x p                    getX p = p.x 

 

-- or with pattern matching: 

getX :: Point -> Double 

getX p@(Point x _ _) = x 

 

hide :: Point -> Point          hide :: Point -> Point 

hide p = p { visible = False }  hide p = { p & visible = False } 

 

5.7. Parametric ADTs 
 

It is also possible to define parametric types, type constructors that have one or more types as parameters. 

• Maybe: "option type" that represents encapsulation of an optional value: may not be meaningful. 

 

-- Haskell                // Clean 

data Maybe a              :: Maybe a 

  = Just a                   = Just a 

  | Nothing                  | Nothing 

 

• Either: Values with two possibilities, sometimes used to represent a value which is either correct ("right") or 

an error. 

 

data Either a b           :: Either a b 

  = Left a                   = Left a 

  | Right b                  | Right b 

 

5.8. Recursive ADTs 
 

• Algebraic data types are particularly well-suited to the implementation of abstract syntax. 

 

-- Haskell              // Clean 

data Expr               :: Expr 

  = Number Int             = Number Int 

  | Add   Expr Expr        | Add   Expr Expr 

  | Minus Expr Expr        | Minus Expr Expr 

  | Mult  Expr Expr        | Mult  Expr Expr 

  | Div   Expr Expr        | Div   Expr Expr 

 

• An element of such a data type would have such a form: 

 

expr :: Expr 

expr = Add 

  (Mult (Number 8) (Minus (Number 0) (Number 42))) 

  (Number 2) 

 

5.9. Recursive, Parametric ADTs 
 

Tree: unary type constructor 

 

data Tree a 

  = Branch a (Tree a) (Tree a) 
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  | Leaf 

 

tree :: Tree Int 

tree = Branch 2 (Branch 1 Leaf Leaf) (Branch 3 Leaf Leaf) 

 

 

5.10. Recursive, Parametric ADTs (cont'd) 
 

Type constructor: 

 

Tree :: * -> * 

 

Data constructors: 

 

Branch :: Int -> Tree a -> Tree a -> Tree a 

Leaf   :: Tree a 

 

Depth of a tree (pattern matching): 

 

depth :: Tree a -> Int 

depth (Branch _ l r) = (max (depth l) (depth r)) + 1 

depth Leaf           = 0 

 

6. 6 Higher-Order Types 

 

6.1. Introducing Higher-Order Types and Kinds 
 

In definition of an ADT ordinary types can be used together with higher-order types. Higher-order types can be 

constructed by curried applications of the type constructors. 

However, it has to be ensured that types are applied correctly. Kind of a type: expresses the number of type 

arguments a given type can have. 

• Kind *: first-order type, with no further arguments. 

• Kind * -> *: type that can be applied to a (first-order) type, which then yields another first-order type. 

• and so on. 

Top-level type: a type that occurs either as an argument or result type of a function or data constructor. Each 

top-level type should have kind *. 
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6.2. Example 
 

Example of an algebraic type using higher-order types. 

 

:: Tree2 

  = NilTree 

  | NodeTree (t Int) (Tree2 t) (Tree2 t) 

 

myTree2 :: Tree2 [] 

myTree2 = NodeTree [1,2,3] NilTree NilTree 

 

The type variable t in the definition Tree2 is of kind * -> *. Tree2 is instantiated with a list (of kind * -> *) in 

myTree2. 

Determining kind of a type: directly follows from the use, corresponds to the number of arguments to which the 

type is applied. 

In GHC 7.4 (Haskell) or later: 

 

Prelude> :kind [] 

[] :: * -> * 

 

7. 7 Type Classes 

 

7.1. Overloading Functions 
 

Defined functions should have different names within the same scope and name space. 

Sometimes it is convenient to overload certain functions to use identical names for different functions (on 

different types). 

Naive implementation by record ("dictionary"): 

 

:: Arith a = { add :: a a -> a, subtract :: a a -> a } 

 

ArithReal = { add = (+.), subtract = (-.) } 

ArithInt  = { add = (+^), subtract = (-^) } 

 

sumList :: (Arith a) [a] [a] -> [a] 

sumList arith [x:xs] [y:ys] = [arith.add x y : sumList arith xs ys] 

sumList _     _      _      = [] 

 

Start = sumlist ArithInt [1..10] [11..20] 

 

7.2. Type Classes 
 

A set (class) of overloaded functions (members). 

Type class variables indicate how the different instantiations vary. 

 

-- Haskell                    // Clean 

class Arith a where           class Arith a where 

  (.+.) :: a -> a -> a          (.+.) infixl 6 :: a a -> a 
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  (.-.) :: a -> a -> a          (.-.) infixl 6 :: a a -> a 

 

infixl 6 +,- 

 

Classes can have multiple type class variables. 

 

{-# LANGUAGE 

  MultiParamTypeClasses #-} 

class Arith2 a b c where     class Arith2 a b c where 

  ( 

infixl 6  

7.3. Type Class Instances 
 

With an instance declaration an instance of a class can be defined. 

 

-- Haskell                    // Clean 

instance Arith Int where      instance Arith Int where 

  (.+.) x y = x + y             (.+.) x y = x +^ y 

  (.-.) x y = x - y             (.-.) x y = x -^ y 

 

• Unlimited number of instances. 

• Instances can be added later on in any module that has the class definition. 

• All members must be defined. 

• Haskell: TypeSynonymInstances 

7.4. Class Contexts 
 

If it is clear which one of the concrete instantiations is meant the corresponding implementation will be replaced 

for the overloaded one. 

Otherwise the instantiation itself also becomes overloaded: an additional restriction - a class context - must be 

imposed. 

 

-- Haskell                        // Clean 

add :: Arith a => a -> a -> a    add :: a a -> a | Arith a 

add x y = x .+. y                add x y = x .+. y 

 

Class context is a restriction on the class type variable, a form of bounded polymorphism. 

Class contexts can be inferred automatically. 

7.5. Instances Defined Through Overloading 
 

Instance definitions can also be defined in terms of (other) overloaded functions. 

 

-- Haskell 

instance Arith a => Arith [a] where 

  (.+.) (x:xs) (y:ys) = x .+. y : (xs .+. ys) 

  (.+.) _      _      = [] 

 

  (.-.) (x:xs) (y:ys) = x .-. y : (xs .-. ys) 
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  (.-.) _      _      = [] 

 

// Clean 

instance Arith [a] | Arith a where 

  (.+.) [x:xs] [y:ys] = [x .+. y : xs .+. ys] 

  (.+.) _      _      = [] 

 

  (.-.) [x:xs] [y:ys] = [x .-. y : xs .-. ys] 

  (.-.) _      _      = [] 

 

7.6. Overlapping Instances 
 

Identical instances of the same class are not allowed. 

However, it is allowed to specify instances of which the types overlap. 

• Clean: Choose the most specific instatiation always, lexicographic ordering matters. 

• Haskell: "Overlapping instances" error. Can be changed to choose the the most specific one by enabling 

OverlappingInstances. But worth considering using newtypes. 

7.7. Overlapping Instances: Example (Clean) 
 

 

// Example 1. 

class Eq a where 

  (==) infix 2 :: a a -> Bool 

 

instance Eq Int where   // on Integers 

  (==) x y = x ==^ y 

 

instance Eq Real where  // on Reals 

  (==) x y = x ==. y 

 

instance Eq a where     // generic ("default") implementation 

  (==) x y = False 

 

 

// Example 2. 

class C a1 a2 where 

  f :: a1 a2 -> Bool 

 

instance C Bool dontcare where 

  f b x = x 

 

instance C dontcare Bool where 

  f x b = b 

 

7.8. Ambiguous Overloading 
 

Using overloaded functions may be ambiguously overloaded. 

 

class Read a  :: a -> String 

class Write a :: String -> a 

 

instance Read  Int, Bool 

instance Write Int, Bool 

 

f :: String -> String 
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f x = Write (Read x) 

 

The ambiguity can be solved by giving an explicit type. 

 

f :: String -> String 

f x = Write (MyRead x) 

  where 

    MyRead :: Int -> String 

    MyRead x = Read x 

 

7.9. Deriving Members of Classes 
 

Some members - derived members - can be expressed in terms of others. 

 

-- Haskell 

class Eq a where 

    (==), (/=) :: a -> a -> Bool 

 

    x /= y = not (x == y) 

    x == y = not (x /= y) 

 

deriving instance Eq () 

... 

 

// Clean 

class Eq a where 

  (==) infix 2 :: a a -> Bool 

 

  (<>) infix 2 :: a a -> Bool | Eq a 

  (<>) x y :== not (x == y) 

 

Derived members can be redefined on demand. 

7.10. Classes Defined Through Other Classes 
 

A class definition can optionally refer to other (already defined) classes. (no cyclic dependencies) 

Classes to include are specified as context for the overloaded type variable. 

 

-- Haskell 

class (Num a, Ord a) => Real a where 

  toRational :: a -> Rational 

 

// Clean 

 

class (+) infixl 6 a :: a a -> a 

class (-) infixl 6 a :: a a -> a 

 

class Arith a | +,- a 

 

It is not needed (but allowed) to define new members. 

7.11. Deriving Type Class Instances (Haskell) 
 

data and newtype declarations can contain an optional deriving form to automatically generate instances. 
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When deriving a class for a type, instances for all superclasses must exist (either via an explicit declaration or 

using deriving). 

The only classes in the Prelude for which derived instances are allowed are Eq, Ord, Enum, Bounded, Show, 

and Read. 

If the deriving form is omitted, then no instance declarations are derived. 

8. 8 Existential Types 

 

8.1. Introduction 
 

An algebraic type definition can contain existentially quantified type variable. It "hides" a type variable on the 

right-hand side. 

 

// Clean 

:: T x y = E.b : T b x y 

 

-- Haskell 

{-# LANGUAGE ExistentialQuantification #-} 

data T x y = forall b . T b x y 

 

Existential types are useful for creating (optionally recursive) data structures in which objects of different types 

are being stored. 

If the hidden type does not have functions assigned that can work on that type (without revealing it), it becomes 

unusable! 

8.2. Examples of Use (Haskell) 
 

Heterogenous list, all of whose members can be shown. 

 

data Obj = forall a . (Show a) => Obj a 

 

xs :: [Obj] 

xs = [Obj 1, Obj "foo", Obj 'C'] 

 

doShow :: [Obj] -> String 

doShow []           = "" 

doShow ((Obj x):xs) = show x ++ doShow x 

 

 

Prelude> doShow xs 

"1\"foo\"'C'" 

 

8.3. Examples of Use (Clean) 
 

 

:: Object = E.s : { state    :: s 

                  , method   :: s -> s 

                  , tostring :: s -> String 

                  } 

 

myObject = { state    = 3 

           , method   = (+) 1 

           , tostring = toString 
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           } 

 

incrementObject obj =: 

  { method, state } = { obj & state = method state } 

 

printState obj =: 

  { tostring, state } = tostring state 

 

Start = printState (incrementObject myObject) 

 

9. 9 Uniqueness Typing 

 

9.1. Defining Uniqueness 
 

Referential transparency is an important property of pure functional programs: the same expression used twice 

must have the same value twice. 

Uniqueness: Destructive updates preserving referential transparency. 

• If an argument of a function is indicated unique, it is guaranteed that at run time there are no other references 

to the corresponding object. 

• It is possible to reuse unique argument components instead of rebuilding them. 

• Makes it possible to interact with operating systems, update persistent data (files), user interfaces, or creation 

of data structures that can be updated destructively. 

9.2. Basic Ideas 
 

Uniqueness typing is an extension to the classical Milner/Mycroft typing. 

• Uniqueness type attributes are attached to classical types. 

• Uniqueness type attributes appear in the type specifications of functions or definitions of new data types. 

 

*Type           // type attribute "unique" 

u:Type          // a type attribute variable 

.Type           // an anonymous type attribute variable 

 

Suppose F has a unique argument, . 

• It is guaranteed that F will have private access to , the corresponding object will have reference count of  

when the function accesses. 

• If  is not used to construct the function result, it becomes garbage so it can be reused to create the function 

result. 

9.3. Writing Files 
 

The I/O library function fwritec is used to write a character to a file, yielding a new file as result. 

 

fwritec :: Char *File -> *File 
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It is guaranteed that fwritec has private access to the file such that overwriting can be done safely. The resulting 

file is unique as well, therefore passed as continuation to another call: 

 

writeABC: *File -> *File 

writeABC file = fwritec 'c' (fwritec 'b' (fwritec 'a' file)) 

 

• The unique file is passed in a single-threaded way. 

• One cannot apply fwritec to a file being used elsewhere. 

9.4. Attribute Variables 
 

To indicate functions that do not change uniqueness properties of arguments, one can use attribute variables. 

 

id :: u:a -> u:a 

id x = x 

 

a - type variable, u - attribute variable 

Behavior: 

• If id applied to a unique object the result is also unique. 

• If applied to a non-unique object the result remains non-unique. 

9.5. Attribute Propagation 
 

Uniqueness propagates: If a unique object is stored in a data structure, the data structure itself becomes unique 

as well. 

 

head :: [*a] -> *a 

head [hd:_] = hd 

 

The propagation rule prevents that unique objects are shared indirectly via the parent data structure. 

 

heads :: [*a] -> (*a,*a) 

heads list = (head list, head list) 

 

The uniqueness propagates outwards: type of head becomes *[*a] -> *a and heads is rejected. 

9.6. Restrictions on Propagation 
 

By using attribute values, one can assign a more general uniqueness type to head: 

 

head :: u:[u:a] -> u:a 

 

This rule imposes additional (implicit) restrictions on the attributes. 

Such restrictions can be indicated explicitly by using coercion statements: 
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u <= v 

 

Attribute substitutions are only allowed if the resulting attribute inequalities are valid, i.e. not resulting in an 

equality of the form 

 

9.7. Employing Coercion Statements 
 

 

append :: v:[u:a] w:[u:a] -> x:[u:a], 

  [v<=u, w<=u, x<=u, w<=x] 

 

Interpretation: 

• If the elements a are unique (u = *) v, w, and x must be unique also. (u  * iff u  *). 

• w  x: spine uniqueness of append. 

It is permitted to omit attribute variables and inequalities arise from propagation properties: 

 

append :: [u:a] w:[u:a] -> x:[u:a], [w<=x] 

 

9.8. Employing Coercion Statements (cont'd) 
 

It is allowed to specify a more specific type. For example, all types below are valid for append: 

 

append :: [u:a] x:[u:a] -> x:[u:a] 

append :: *[*Int] *[*Int] -> *[*Int] 

append :: [a] *[a] -> *[a] 

 

It is also possible to use anonymous attribute values: 

 

append :: [.a] w:[.a] -> x:[.a], [w<=x] 

 

• Each dot gives rise to a new attribute variable, however 

• All occurences of the same type variable will obtain the same attribute. 

9.9. New Types with Uniqueness Attributes 
 

It is possible to use attributes in data type definitions, however attribute variables are not permitted. 

When no uniqueness attributes are specified, this does not mean that only non-unique instances can be built. 

Attributes not explicitly defined are added automatically by the type system. 

• Appropriate uniqueness variants for the types of the corresponding data constructors are automatically 

derived. 
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• Uniqueness variants are obtained via a consistent attribution of all types and subtypes appearing in the data 

type definition. 

9.10. Standard Attribution for New Types 
 

Consider the (classical) definition of the List type. 

 

:: List a = Cons a (List a) | Nil 

 

that leads to the following data constructors: 

 

Cons :: a (List a) -> List a 

Nil  :: List a 

 

Standard attribution: 

 

Cons :: u:a v:(List u:a) -> v:List u:a, [v<=u] 

Nil  :: v:List u:a, [v<=u] 

 

9.11. Combining Uniqueness Typing and Overloading 
 

Instances of type classes may contain uniqueness information, that may give rise to overloaded type 

specificaions, extended with uniqueness attributes. 

The uniqueness attribute of the class variable should be chosen such a way that for any instance type this "class 

attribute" does not conflict with the corresponding attributes in the fully expanded type of the instance. 

9.12. Application: I/O in Clean 
 

• I/O in Clean uses the world as value paradigm. 

• Environments (external resources, file system, event stream) are passed explicitly as values to functions. 

• I/O programs are functions of the following unique type: 

 

*World -> *World 

 

Environment passing: 

 

fwritec  :: Char *File -> *File 

AppendAB :: *File -> *File 

AppendAB file = fileAB 

  where fileA  = fwritec 'a' file 

        fileAB = fwritec 'b' fileA 

 

10. 10 Dynamics 

 

10.1. What is Dynamics? 
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With Dynamics, it is possible to store and exchange an expression between applications in a type-safe way. 

• Not only data can be saved, but also (unevaluated and higher-order) functions. 

• Dynamics enables us to write persistent applications. 

• Distributed applications using Dynamics can easily communicate arbitrary expressions in a type-safe way (via 

message passing or via files). 

• A running application can be extended with additional functionality by using type-safe plug-ins. 

10.2. What is Dynamics? (cont'd) 
 

Dynamics also implies (and requires) the presence of the following facilities. 

• Dynamic type checking. 

• Dynamic type unification. 

• Dynamic encoding and decoding of expressions and types. 

• Dynamic linking. 

• Garbage collection of dynamics objects on disk. 

• Just-In-Time (JIT) code generation. 

Thus Clean implements a hybrid type system with both static and dynamic typing. 

• Every expression of static type can be packed into a dynamic type (Dynamic) and vice versa. 

• Dynamic types can be checked and unified only at run time. 

10.3. Packing Expressions into a Dynamic 
 

By using the dynamic keyword any expression of a static type  can be changed into a dynamically typed object 

of static type Dynamic. 

 

dynamic 3 

dynamic 3 :: Int 

dynamic map :: A.a b : (a -> b) [a] -> [b] 

dynamic map :: (Int -> Real) [Int] -> [Real] 

dynamic map ((+) 1) 

dynamic MoveColorPoint Green 

 

• Only the compiler is able to pack expressions. 

• If the expression is of a polymorphic type, type variables must be universally quantified explicitly. 

• Dynamic has to be checked at run time. 

10.4. Packing Arguments of Unknown Type 
 

The compiler is not always capable to infer the concrete type to be assigned to a Dynamic. 
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cannotBePacked :: t -> Dynamic 

cannotBePacked any = dynamic any 

 

A special class context restriction, TC ("Type Code") is used to express this. 

 

canBePacked :: t -> Dynamic | TC t 

canBePacked any = dynamic any 

 

myTree :: Dynamic 

myTree = 

  canBePacked (Node 2 (Node 3 Leaf Leaf) Leaf) 

 

10.5. Defeating the Static Type System 
 

Dynamic typing can also be used to write programs that the static type system would otherwise forbid. 

For example: list of elements with different types. 

Wrapper type. 

 

:: WrapperType = I Int | R Real | C Char 

 

myWrappedList = [I 1, R 3.14, C 'a'] 

 

Existential type. 

 

:: ExtList = E.a: Cons a ExstList | Nil 

 

myExstList = Cons 1 (Cons 3.14 (Cons 'a' Nil)) 

 

Dynamic type. 

 

myDynamicList = [dynamic 1, dynamic 3.14, dynamic 'a'] 

 

10.6. Unpacking a Dynamic Using Pattern Matching 
 

Values of dynamic type must be inspected via a pattern match in run time. However, regular pattern matching 

does not work for this. 

 

transform :: Dynamic -> [Int] 

transform (0 :: Int)                = [] 

transform (n :: Int)                = [n] 

transform (f :: [Int] -> [Int])     = f [1..100] 

transform ((x,y) :: ([Int],[Int]))  = x ++ y 

transform other                     = [] 

 

Solution: Dynamic pattern matching. If the actual Dynamic matches the type and the value specified in the 

pattern, the corresponding function alternative is chosen. 

10.7. Dynamic Pattern Matching for Polymorphic Functions 
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Dynamic pattern can be used to check whether a Dynamic is a polymorphic function. 

 

testId :: Dynamic a -> a 

testId (id :: A.b : b -> b) x = id x 

testId else                 x = x 

 

• Type pattern variables, polymorphic type variables have to be explicitly introduced with the universal 

quantifier. 

• Quantifiers are only allowed on the outermost level ("Rank 1"). 

Two types are considered equal if and only if: 

• All the type definitions (type and data constructos, class definitions) are syntactically identical. 

• Alpha conversion is allowed. 

Type equivalence of type constructors is automatically checked, even if the types are defined in different 

applications. 

10.8. Dynamic Pattern Matching: Summary 
 

The following things are checked in the indicated order. 

1. All the type constructors in the pattern are compared with the name of the corresponding stored type 

constructors.The match fails if type constructors have different names. 

2. The run-time system checks whether the definitions of corresponding type's constructors are the same as 

well.The match fails if types are considered different. 

3. The actual data constructors (constant values) are compared with the one specified in the patterns.The match 

fails if constants do not match the actual values. 

10.9. Checking and Unifying Type Schemes 
 

A pattern match on a dynamic type can employ: 

• type constructors - match on a specific type. 

• type pattern variables - match on any type. 

However: 

• Type variables have the function alternative as scope and can appear in a pattern as in the right-hand side of a 

function in context of a dynamic type. 

• Each time the same type variable is used in the left-hand side, the pattern matching will try to unify the type 

variable with the concrete type stored in the dynamic. 

10.10. Checking and Unifying Type Schemes - Examples 
 

 

dynApply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> Dynamic 

dynApply (f :: a -> b) (x :: a)  = dynamic (f x :: b) 

dynApply df            dx        = 

  dynamic ("Cannot apply ", df, " to ", dx) 
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Start = dynApply (dynamic (map ((+) 1)) (dynamic [1..10]) 

 

Type variables behave similarly to existentially quantified type variables. 

However: It is not allowed to create an expression of static type depending on a type pattern variable. 

 

badDynApply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> ??? 

badDynApply (f :: a -> b) (x :: a) = f x 

badDynApply df            dx       = 

   abort "Cannot perform the dynamic application." 

 

10.11. Checking and Unifying Unknown Types Using Overloaded 
Type Variables 
 

By using overloaded type variables in a dynamic pattern, it is possible to impose restrictions on a Dynamic to be 

accepted in the static context. 

 

flexDynApply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> b | TC b 

flexDynApply (f :: a -> b^) (x :: a) = f x 

flexDynApply df             dx       = 

  abort "Cannot perform the dynamic application" 

 

• An overloaded type pattern variable has to be introduced in the type definition of the function. 

• The TC class has to be specified as a context restriction on the global type pattern variable. 

10.12. Type-Safe Communication Using Dynamics 
 

Dynamics allows type-safe communication of data and code between different (optionally distributed) 

applications. 

• When a Dynamic is stored it will be serialized to a string. 

• That is, almost any communication media can be used to transfer a Dynamic. 

Standard functions for reading and writing of a Dynamic: 

 

definition module StdDynamic 

 

writeDynamic :: Dynamic String *World -> *(Bool, *World) 

readDynamic  :: String *World -> *(Bool, Dynamic, *World) 

 

10.13. Type-Safe Communication Using Dynamics: Example 
 

 

import StdDynamic, StdEnv 

 

:: Tree a = Node a (Tree a) (Tree a) | Leaf 

 

Start world 

  # (ok,world) = writeDynamic "DynTreeValue" myTree world 

  | not ok     = 

      abort "Could not write myTree to a file named DynTreeValue" 

  | otherwise  = world 
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  where 

    myTree :: Dynamic 

    myTree = dynamic (Node 1 mt mt) 

      where 

        mt = (Node 2 (Node 3 Leaf Leaf) Leaf) 

 

10.14. Architecture of the Implementation 
 

 

11. 11 Generic Programming 

 

11.1. Motivation 
 

When using overloaded functions, there has to be a new type class instance defined for each new type - that are 

very similar. 

 

:: List a = Nil | Cons a (List a) 

:: Tree a = Leaf a | Node (Tree a) (Tree a) 

 

class Eq a where 

  (==) infix 2 :: a a -> Bool 

 

instance Eq (List a) | Eq a where 

  (==) Nil         Nil          = True 

  (==) (Cons x xs) (Cons y ys)  = x == y && xs == ys 

  (==) _           _            = False 

 

instance Eq (Tree a) | Eq a where 

  (==) (Leaf x)     (Leaf y)      = x == y 

  (==) (Node lx rx) (Node ly ry)  = lx == ly && rx == ry 

  (==) _            _             = False 

 

Generic programming enables us to capture these kind of similarities and define a single implementation for all 

instances. 

11.2. Universal Representation of Types 
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Generic programming requires a universal structural representation of all data types. 

A generic function can then be defined on that universal representation for all types. 

 

// nullary product 

:: UNIT       = UNIT 

// binary product 

:: PAIR a b   = PAIR a b 

// binary sum 

:: EITHER l r = LEFT l | RIGHT r 

 

Basic types are not algebraic, represented by themselves. 

Arrow types are represented by the arrow type constructor (->). 

11.3. Universal Representation of Types: Examples 
 

 

:: ListS a :== EITHER UNIT (PAIR a (List a)) 

 

listToStruct :: (List a) -> ListS a 

listToStruct Nil          = LEFT UNIT 

listToStruct (Cons x xs)  = RIGHT (PAIR x xs) 

 

listFromStruct :: (ListS a) -> List a 

listFromStruct (LEFT UNIT)          = Nil 

listFromStruct (RIGHT (PAIR x xs))  = Cons x xs 

 

 

:: TreeS a :== EITHER a (PAIR (Tree a) (Tree a)) 

 

treeToStruct :: (Tree a) -> TreeS a 

treeToStruct (Leaf x)   = LEFT x 

treeToStruct (Node l r) = RIGHT (PAIR l r) 

 

treeFromStruct :: (TreeS a) -> Tree a 

treeFromStruct (LEFT x)           = Leaf x 

treeFromStruct (RIGHT (PAIR l r)) = Node l r 

 

11.4. Equality on Sums, Products, and Primitive Types 
 

 

instance UNIT where 

  (==) UNIT UNIT = True 

 

instance PAIR a b | Eq a & Eq b where 

  (==) (PAIR a1 b1) (PAIR a2 b2) = a1 == a2 && b1 == b2 

 

instance EITHER a b | Eq a & Eq b where 

  (==) (LEFT x)   (LEFT y)  = x == y 

  (==) (RIGHT x)  (RIGHT y) = x == y 

  (==) _          _         = False 

 

instance Int where 

  (==) x y = eqInt x y  // primitive equality on integers 

 

// no feasible instance can be given for the arrow type 

 

Equality for types can then be automatically generated. 
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instance Eq (List a) | Eq a where 

  (==) xs ys = listToStruct xs == listToStruct ys 

 

instance Eq (Tree a) | Eq a where 

  (==) xs ys = treeToStruct xs == treeToStruct ys 

 

11.5. Defining Generic Functions 
 

The compiler is able to derive instances for types of different kinds from a single generic definition. (kind-

indexed generic functions) 

A generic function stands for a set of classes and instances of the same function for different kinds. 

However, because of currying, the compiler is in general not able to deduce the kind of the function, therefore it 

must be specified explicitly at application. 

Type variables in the definition are called generic type variables, substitued by the actual instance type. They 

stand for all types of kind *. 

11.6. Defining Generic Functions: Example 
 

 

generic gMap a ::     a          -> b 

gMap {|c|}            x          = x 

gMap {|PAIR|}   fx fy (PAIR x y) = PAIR (fx x) (fy y) 

gMap {|EITHER|} fl _  (LEFT x)   = LEFT (fl x) 

gMap {|EITHER|} _  fr (RIGHT x)  = RIGHT (fr x) 

gMap {|CONS|}   fx    (CONS x)   = CONS (fx x) 

gMap {|FIELD|}  fx    (FIELD x)  = FIELD (fx x) 

 

The following classes are automatically generated for the function. 

 

class gMap{|*|}       t :: t -> t 

class gMap{|*->*|}    t :: (a -> b) (t a) -> t b 

class gMap{|*->*->*|} t 

  :: (a1 -> b1) (a2 -> b2) (t a1 a2) -> t b1 b2 

... 

 

11.7. Deriving Generic Functions 
 

The compiler has to be told which generic functions on which types are to be generated. 

 

derive gEq  List, Tree, [] 

derive gMap List, Tree, [] 

 

A generic function cannot be automatically derived for the following types: 

• Generic structure representation types. 

• Arrow type (->). 

• Basic types. 

• Array types. 
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• Synonym types. 

• Abstract types. 

• Quantified types. 

11.8. Applying Generic Functions 
 

A kind has to be provided explicitly at each generic function application. 

 

(===) infix 2 :: a a -> Bool | gEq{|*|} a 

(===) x y = gEq{|*|} x y 

 

eqListFsts :: [(a,b)] [(a,c)] -> Bool | gEq{|*|} a 

eqListFsts xy ys = gEq{|*->*|} (\x y -> fst x === fst y) ys 

 

eqFsts :: (f (a,b)) (f (a,c)) -> Bool | gEq{|*->*|} f & gEq{|*|} a 

eqFsts xy ys = gEq{|*->*|} (\x y -> fst x === fst y) ys 

 

11.9. Using Constructor Information 
 

The structural representation of types lacks information on specific constructors and record fields. 

For that reason it is extended with special constructor and field markers to enable to pass information about 

them to a generic function. 

 

:: CONS  a = CONS a 

:: FIELD a = FIELD a 

 

The information is passed to instances of a generic function on the markers. 

 

:: ListS a :== EITHER (CONS UNIT) (CONS (PAIR a (List a))) 

:: TreeS a :== EITHER (CONS a) (CONS (PAIR (Tree a) (Tree a))) 

 

:: Complex  =   { re :: Real, im :: Real } 

:: ComplexS :== PAIR (FIELD Real) (FIELD Real) 

 

11.10. Using Constructor Information: Example 
 

 

:: ConsDescriptor  = { gcd_name :: String, gcd_arity :: Int } 

:: FieldDescriptor = { gfd_name :: String } 

 

generic gToString a :: String a -> String 

gToString {|Int|}          sep x          = toString x 

gToString {|UNIT|}         sep x          = x 

gToString {|PAIR|}   fx fy sep (PAIR x y) = 

  fx sep x +++ sep +++ fy sep y 

gToString {|EITHER|} fl _  sep (LEFT x)   = fl sep x 

gToString {|EITHER|}  _ fr sep (RIGHT x)  = fr sep x 

gToString {|CONS of c|} fx sep (CONS x) 

  | c.gcd_arity == 0     = c.gcd_name 

  | isEmpty c.gcd_fields = 

    "(" +++ c.gcd_name +++ " " +++ fx " " x +++ ")" 

  | otherwise            = 

    "(" +++ c.gcd_name +++ " " +++ fx ", " x +++ ")" 

gToString {|FIELD of f|} fx sep (FIELD x) = 
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  f.gfd_name +++ "=" +++ fx x 

 

toStr :: a -> String | gToString{|*|} a 

toStr x = gToString{|*|} "" x 

 

11.11. Exporting Generic Functions 
 

Generic declarations and generic cases can be exported from a module. 

Exporting is done by giving a generic declaration in the definiton module. 

Exporting provided and derived generic is done by means of derive. 

 

generic gMap a b :: a -> b 

derive gMap c, PAIR, EITHER, CONS, FIELD, [] 

 

Derived instances of abstract types may be exported along with the type definition. 

12. 12 Advanced Data Structures 

 

12.1. Introduction 
 

Commonly employed efficient data structures are... 

"[..] language-independent only in the sense of Henry Ford: Programmers can use any language as they want, as 

long as it's imperative." - Chris Okasaki, Purely Functional Data Structures, 1996 

Imperative data structures... 

• ...often rely on destructive updates in crucial ways. 

• ...are ephemeral, while all data structures in functional programming languages are persistent for free. 

12.2. Example of Persistence 
 

 

xs = [a, b, c, d, f, g, h] 

ys = insert e xs 
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12.3. Difference List 
 

A difference list is a function that given a list, returns the original contents of the difference list prepended at the 

given list - supports  append, useful for append-heavy uses. 

 

12.4. Difference List: Definition 
 

 

newtype DiffList a = DFL ([a] -> [a]) 

 

fromList :: [a] -> DiffList a 

fromList xs = DFL (xs ++) 

 

toList :: DiffList a -> [a] 

toList (DFL f) = f [] 

 

empty :: DiffList a 

empty = DFL id 

 

singleton :: a -> DiffList a 

singleton x = DFL (x:) 
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12.5. Difference List: Basic Operations 
 

 

infixr `cons` 

cons :: a -> DiffList a -> DiffList a 

x `cons` (DFL f) = DFL $ (x:) . f 

 

append :: DiffList a -> DiffList a -> DiffList a 

append (DFL f) (DFL g) = DFL $ f . g 

 

foldr :: (a -> b -> b) -> b -> DiffList a -> b 

foldr f b = DL.foldr f b . toList 

 

map :: (a -> b) -> DiffList a -> DiffList b 

map f = foldr (cons . f) empty 

 

12.6. Zipper 
 

A zipper is a technique of representing a data structure to make it convenient to traverse and update its contents. 

This technique can be adapted to recursively defined data structures (lists, trees, etc). 

Often used to implement focusing or moving around in a set of data, for example: 

• Manage focus and placement of windows (Xmonad). 

• Structural editors. 

• File system with transactional semantics (ZipperFS). 

12.7. Tree with Zipper: Definition 
 

 

data Tree a     = Branch (Tree a) (Tree a) 

                | Leaf a 

 

data Context a  = Top 

                | L (Context a) (Tree a) 

                | R (Tree a) (Context a) 

 

type Location a = (Tree a, Context a) 

 

 

12.8. Tree with Zipper: Basic Operations 
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left :: Location a -> Location a 

left (Branch l r, c) = (l, L c r) 

 

right :: Location a -> Location a 

right (Branch l r, c) = (r, R l c) 

 

top :: Tree a -> Location a 

top t = (t, Top) 

 

up :: Location a -> Location a 

up (t, L c r) = (Branch t r, c) 

up (t, R l c) = (Branch l t, c) 

 

upmost :: Location a -> Location a 

upmost l@(t, Top) = l 

upmost l = upmost (up l) 

 

modify :: Location a -> (Tree a -> Tree a) -> Location a 

modify (t, c) f = (f t, c) 

 

12.9. Finger Tree 
 

A finger tree is a data structure employed in efficiently implementing other functional data structures. 

• It gives amortized  access to the fingers of the tree (where the data is stored). 

• The internal nodes are labeled to provide the functionality of the particular data structure being implemented. 

• Priority queue. Minimum priority of its children. 

• Indexed array. Count of leaves in their children. 

Finger trees can provide amortized  cons, reverse, tail, , append, and split. 

12.10. Finger Tree 
 

A finger is a structure providing efficient access to nodes of a tree near a distinguished location. 

 

12.11. Finger Tree: Definition 
 

 

data FingerTree a 

  = Empty 

  | Single a 
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  | Deep (Digit a) 

         (FingerTree (Node a)) (Digit a) 

 

data Node a 

  = Node2 a a 

  | Node3 a a a 

 

type Digit a = [a] 

 

A digit is a buffer of elements stored left to right. It also refers to the fact that finger trees are a numerical 

representation. 

12.12. Finger Tree: Deque Operations 
 

 

infixr 5 <| 

 

(<|) :: a -> FingerTree a -> FingerTree a 

a <| Empty                 = Single a 

a <| (Single b)            = Deep [a] Empty [b] 

a <| (Deep [b,c,d,e] m sf) = Deep [a,b] (Node3 c d e <| m) sf 

a <| (Deep pr m sf)        = Deep ([a] ++ pr) m sf 

 

infixr 5 |> 

 

(|>) :: FingerTree a -> a -> FingerTree a 

Empty                 |> a = Single a 

(Single b)            |> a = Deep [b] Empty [a] 

(Deep pr m [e,d,c,b]) |> a = Deep pr (m |> (Node3 e d c)) [b,a] 

(Deep pr m sf)        |> a = Deep pr m (sf ++ [a]) 

 

12.13. Finger Tree: Views (Left View) 
 

 

data ViewL s a = NilL | ConsL a (s a) 

 

viewL :: FingerTree a -> ViewL FingerTree a 

viewL Empty          = NilL 

viewL (Single x)     = ConsL x Empty 

viewL (Deep pr m sf) = ConsL (head pr) (deepL (tail pr) m sf) 

 

deepL :: [a] -> FingerTree (Node a) -> Digit a -> FingerTree a 

deepL [] m sf = case (viewL m) of 

                  NilL       -> toTree sf 

                  ConsL a m' -> Deep (toList a) m' sf 

deepL pr m sf = Deep pr m sf 

 

nullL :: FingerTree a -> Bool 

nullL x = case (viewL x) of NilL      -> True 

                            ConsL _ _ -> False 

 

headL :: FingerTree a -> a 

headL x = case (viewL x) of ConsL a _ -> a 

 

tailL :: FingerTree a -> FingerTree a 

tailL x = case (viewL x) of ConsL _ b -> b 

 

12.14. Finger Tree: Concatenation 
 

 

(|><|) :: FingerTree a -> FingerTree a -> FingerTree a 
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xs |><| ys = app3 xs [] ys 

 

app3 :: FingerTree a -> [a] -> FingerTree a -> FingerTree a 

app3 Empty             ts xs                = ts <|| xs 

app3 xs                ts Empty             = xs ||> ts 

app3 (Single x)        ts xs                = x <| (ts <|| xs) 

app3 xs                ts (Single x)        = (xs ||> ts) |> x 

app3 (Deep pr1 m1 sf1) ts (Deep pr2 m2 sf2) = 

  Deep pr1 (app3 m1 (nodes (sf1 ++ ts ++ pr2)) m2) sf2 

 

nodes :: [a] -> [Node a] 

nodes [a,b]      = [Node2 a b] 

nodes [a,b,c]    = [Node3 a b c] 

nodes [a,b,c,d]  = [Node2 a b, Node2 c d] 

nodes (a:b:c:xs) = Node 3 a b c : nodes xs 

 

12.15. Finger Tree: Annotations 
 

 

class (Monoid m) => Measured a v where 

  norm :: a -> v 

 

data Node v a 

  = Node2 v a a 

  | Node3 v a a a 

 

node2 :: (Measured a v) => a -> a -> Node v a 

node2 a b = Node2 (norm a `mappend` norm b) a b 

 

node3 :: (Measured a v) => a -> a -> a -> Node v a 

node3 a b c = Node3 (norm a `mappend` norm b `mappend` norm c) a b c 

 

instance (Monoid v) => Measured (Node v a) v 

  where 

    norm (Node2 v _ _)   = v 

    norm (Node3 v _ _ _) = v 

 

instance (Measured a v) => Measured (Digit a) v 

  where 

    norm xs = foldl (\i a -> i `mappend` norm a) mempty xs 

 

12.16. Finger Tree: Annotated Trees 
 

 

data MFingerTree v a 

  = Empty 

  | Single a 

  | Deep v (Digit a) (MFingerTree v (Node v a)) (Digit a) 

 

deep :: (Measured a v) => 

  Digit a -> MFingerTree v (Node v a) -> Digit a -> MFingerTree v a 

deep pr m sf = 

  Deep (norm pr `mappend` norm m `mappend` norm sf) pr m sf 

 

instance (Measured a v) => Measured (MFingerTree v a) v where 

  norm Empty          = mempty 

  norm (Single x)     = x 

  norm (Deep v _ _ _) = v 

 

-- The respective operations shall be also changed, for example: 

infixr 5 <| 

(<|) :: (Measured a v) => a -> MFingerTree v a -> MFingerTree v a 

a <| Empty                   = Single a 

a <| (Single b)              = deep [a] Empty [b] 

a <| (Deep _ [b,c,d,e] m sf) = deep [a,b] (node3 c d e <| m) sf 
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a <| (Deep _ pr m sf)        = deep ([a] ++ pr) m sf 

 

 

data Split f a = Split (f a) a (f a) 

 

splitDigit :: (Measured a v) => 

  (v -> Bool) -> v -> Digit a -> Split [] a 

splitDigit p i [a] = Split [] a [] 

splitDigit p i (a:as) 

  | p i'      = Split [] a as 

  | otherwise = let Split l x r = splitDigit p i' as 

                in Split (a:l) x r 

  where i' = i `mappend` norm a 

 

splitTree :: (Measured a v) => 

  (v -> Bool) -> v -> MFingerTree v a -> Split (MFingerTree v) a 

splitTree p i (Single x) = Split Empty x Empty 

splitTree p i (Deep _ pr m sf) 

  | p vpr = let Split l x r = splitDigit p i pr 

            in  Split (toTree l) x (deepL r m sf) 

  | p vm  = let Split ml xs mr = splitTree p vpr m 

                Split l x r = splitDigit p 

                  (vpr `mappend` norm ml) (toList xs) 

            in Split (deepR pr ml l) x (deepL r mr sf) 

  | otherwise = let Split l x r = splitDigit p vm sf 

                in Split (deepR pr m l) x (toTree r) 

  where vpr = i `mappend` norm pr 

        vm  = vpr `mappend` norm m 

 

12.17. Finger Tree: Priority Queue (Application) 
 

 

data Prio a = MInf | Prio a 

  deriving (Eq, Ord) 

 

instance (Ord a) => Monoid (Prio a) where 

  mempty                      = MInf 

  MInf     `mappend` p        = p 

  p        `mappend` MInf     = p 

  (Prio m) `mappend` (Prio n) = Prio (m `max` n) 

 

newtype PQueue a = PQueue (MFingerTree (Prio a) (Elem a)) 

 

instance (Ord a) => Measured (Elem a) (Prio a) where 

  norm x = Prio x 

 

extractMax :: (Ord a) => PQueue a -> (a, PQueue a) 

extractMax (PQueue q) = (x, PQueue (l |><| r)) 

  where Split l (Elem x) r = splitTree ((norm q) <=) mempty q 

 

12.18. ByteString 
 

Provides both time- and space-efficient data structures, with finite sequences and infinite streams of bytes. 

A plain list of bytes is not enough: 

• Too many indirections. Lot of pointers, cache misses. 

• Too much space overhead. 

Variants: 
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• Strict bytestring. A chunk of memory as a single large array. Convenient for passing data between C and 

Haskell. 

• Lazy bytestring. A lazy, linked list of chunks of memory, suitable for I/O streaming. 

12.19. ByteString: Strict Bytestring (Definition) 
 

 

-- Overhead per bytestring: 9 words 

data ByteString = BS 

  {-# UNPACK #-} !(ForeignPtr Word8)  -- Payload 

  {-# UNPACK #-} !Int                 -- Offset 

  {-# UNPACK #-} !Int                 -- Length 

 

empty :: ByteString 

empty = BS nullForeignPtr 0 0 

 

singleton :: Word8 -> ByteString 

singleton c = unsafeCreate 1 $ \b -> poke b c 

 

-- Use with care 

pack :: [Word8] -> ByteString 

pack ws = unsafePackLenBytes (DL.length ws) ws 

 

unsafePackLenBytes :: Int -> [Word8] -> ByteString 

unsafePackLenBytes len xs0 = 

  unsafeCreate len $ \p -> f p xs0 

  where 

    f !_ []     = return () 

    f !p (x:xs) = poke p x >> f (p `plusPtr` 1) xs 

 

12.20. ByteString: Strict Bytestring (Operations) 
 

Slicing allows efficient take and drop. 

 

take :: Int -> ByteString -> ByteString 

take n bs@(BS ptr off len) 

  | n <= 0    = empty 

  | n >= len  = bs 

  | otherwise = BS ptr off n 

{-# INLINE take #-} 

 

-- Expensive 

append :: ByteString -> ByteString -> ByteString 

append (BS _ _ 0)          b                   = b 

append a                   (BS _ _ 0)          = a 

append (BS ptr1 off1 len1) (BS ptr2 off2 len2) = 

  unsafeCreate (len1 + len2) $ \destptr1 -> do 

    let destptr2 = destptr1 `plusPtr` len1 

    withForeignPtr ptr1 $ \p1 -> 

      memcpy destptr1 (p1 `plusPtr` off1) len1 

    withForeignPtr ptr2 $ \p2 -> 

      memcpy destptr2 (p2 `plusPtr` off2) len2 

 

12.21. ByteString: Lazy Bytestring 
 

A lazy list of strict bytestrings (up to 64 KB each). 

 

data LazyByteString 

  = Empty 
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  | Chunk {-# UNPACK #-} 

    !Bytestring LazyByteString 

 

• Efficient and compact representation of pure stream of bytes, unreferenced chunks are going to be garbage-

collected. 

• Errors cannot be reported. 

• Stream processing with constant memory, but only recommended for simple short-lived programs. 

• Chunk boundaries incur a performance overhead. 

12.22. Iteratee 
 

An iteratee is a composable abstraction for incrementally processing sequentially-presented chunks of input 

data. 

It may be presented with one of three types of values: 

• The next chunk of data. 

• A value to indicate that no data is available. 

• A value to indicate the iteration process has finished. 

It may return one of three types of values (states) to instruct the caller: 

• Stop with a final value. 

• Continue processing. 

• Signal an error. 

12.23. Iteratee: Definition (Iteratee) 
 

 

data Chunk = Chunk 

  { chunkData  :: !LazyByteString 

  , chunkAtEOF :: !Bool } 

 

newtype Iteratee a = 

  Iteratee { runIteratee :: Chunk -> Result a } 

 

data Result a 

  = Done { rResult :: a, rResidual :: Chunk } 

  | NeedInput !(Iteratee a) 

  | NeedIO !(IO (Result a)) 

  | Failed !SomeException 

 

12.24. Iteratee: Reading a Line (Iteratee) 
 

 

consumeLine :: Iteratee (Maybe LazyByteString) 

consumeLine = Iteratee (f empty) 

 

f acc (Chunk input eof) 

  | not (null b) = 

    Done (Just acca) (Chunk (tail b) eof) 

  | not eof = 

    NeedInput (Iteratee (f acca)) 
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  | otherwise = 

    Done Nothing (Chunk acca eof) 

  where 

    (a,b) = break (== '\n') input 

    acca  = acc `append` a 

 

12.25. Iteratee: Enumerating a File (Enumerator) 
 

 

type Enumerator a = Iteratee a -> IO (Result a) 

 

enumerateFile :: FilePath -> Enumerator a 

enumerateFile path iter0 = 

  bracket (openFile path ReadMode) hClose $ \h -> 

    let f iter = do 

          input <- hGetSome h 32752 

          if (null input) 

            then return (NeedInput iter) 

            else check $ runIteratee iter $ 

                 Chunk (fromChunks [input]) False 

        check (NeedInput iter) = f iter 

        check (NeedIO iter)    = iter >>= check 

        check result           = return result 

    in f iter0 

 

12.26. Iteratee: Putting All Together 
 

 

chunkEOF :: Chunk 

chunkEOF = Chunk empty True 

 

getResult :: Result a -> IO a 

getResult (Done x _) = 

  return x 

getResult (NeedInput (Iteratee f)) = 

  getResult (f chunkEOF) 

getResult (NeedIO io) = 

  io >>= getResult 

getResult (Failed e) = 

  throwIO e 

 

 

enumerateFile "/etc/hosts" consumeLine 

  >>= getResult 

 

13. 13 Monadic Programming 

 

13.1. The Monad Class 
 

 

class Monad (m :: * -> *) where 

  return :: a -> m a 

  (>>=)  :: m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b 

 

  (>>)   :: m a -> m b -> m b 

  m >> k = m >>= \_ -> k 

 

  fail :: String -> m a 
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  fail = error 

 

Monads represent computations that have to be run in order to get their results and the associated side effect. 

13.2. The Monad Class (cont'd) 
 

Monad laws: 

 

return x >>= k           ==  k x 

m >>= (\x -> return x)   ==  m 

m >>= (\x -> k x >>= h)  ==  (m >>= k) >>= h 

 

Lifting functions: 

 

liftM :: (Monad m) => (a -> b) -> (m a -> m b) 

liftM f m = m >>= \x -> return (f x) 

 

13.3. do Notation 
 

The do notation is a special syntax implemented to express monadic computations in a diffrent way. 

Translation rules: 

 

do  e1 ; e2          =  e1 >>     e2 

do  p <- e1; e2      =  e1 >>= (\v -> case v of p -> e2; 

                                                _ -> fail "s") 

do  let p = e1 ; e2  =  let p = e1 in do e2 

 

Thus >>= is often called "programmable semicolon". 

13.4. Identity Monad 
 

A trivial monad that has no any side effects. It is mostly used for deriving monads from monad transformers by 

applying them to the Identity monad (see later). 

 

-- runIdentity :: Identity a -> a  

newtype Identity a = Identity { runIdentity :: a } 

 

instance Monad Identity where 

  return  = Identity 

  m >>= k = k (runIdentity m) 

 

13.5. Identity Monad: Example 
 

 

example :: Int -> Identity Int 

example x = return (x * x) 

 

example' :: Int -> Identity Int 

example' x = do 

  return (x * x) 
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  return (x * 2) 

  return (x * 3) 

 

example'' :: Identity Int 

example'' = do 

  x <- example' 3 

  y <- return (x * 2) 

  example y 

 

test = runIdentity (example 4) 

 

13.6. Reader (Environment) Monad 
 

A monad to maintain a shared (read-only) environment in the background. 

 

-- runReader :: Reader e a -> e -> a 

newtype Reader e a = Reader { runReader :: e -> a } 

 

instance Monad (Reader e) where 

  return x = Reader $ \_ -> x 

  m >>= k  = Reader $ \e -> 

    let x = runReader m e in 

    runReader (k x) e 

 

ask :: Reader e a 

ask = Reader $ \e -> e 

 

local :: (e -> e) -> Reader e a -> Reader e a 

local f m = Reader $ \e -> runReader m (f e) 

 

13.7. Reader Monad: Example 
 

 

type Bindings = [(String,Int)] 

 

asks f = ask >>= \x -> return (f x) 

valueOf name = fromJust . lookup name 

 

checkCount :: Reader Bindings Bool 

checkCount = do 

  count <- asks (valueOf "count") 

  bindings <- ask 

  return (count == ((length bindings) - 1)) 

 

ex1 = runReader checkCount 

  [("a", 0), ("b", 1), ("c", 2), ("count", 3)] 

 

calculateLength :: Reader String Int 

calculateLength = ask >>= return . length 

 

calculateLength' :: Reader String Int 

calculateLength' = local ("Prefix " ++) calculateLength 

 

ex2 = runReader calculateLength' "12345" 

 

13.8. State Monad 
 

A monad that carries an implicit state as side effect. 
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-- runState :: State s a -> s -> (a, s) 

newtype State s a = State { runState :: s -> (a, s) } 

 

instance Monad (State s) where 

  return x = State $ \s -> (x, s) 

  m >>= k  = State $ \s -> 

    let (x, s') = runState m s in 

    runState (k x) s' 

 

get :: State s s 

get = State $ \s -> (s, s) 

 

put :: s -> State s () 

put s = State $ \_ -> ((), s) 

 

13.9. State Monad: Example 
 

 

numTree :: (Eq a) => Tree a -> Tree Int 

numTree t = evalState (numberTree t) [] 

 

numberTree Leaf           = return Leaf 

numberTree (Node x lt rt) = do 

  num <- numberNode x 

  nlt <- numberTree lt 

  nrt <- numberTree rt 

  return (Node num nlt nrt) 

 

numberNode x = do 

  table <- get 

  let (newTable,pos) = nNode x table 

  put newTable 

  return pos 

 

nNode x t = 

  case (findIndex (== x) t) of 

    Nothing -> (t ++ [x], length t) 

    Just i  -> (t,i) 

 

13.10. Monoid 
 

A monoid is an algebraic structure with an associative binary operation that has an identity element. 

 

class Monoid a where 

  mempty  :: a 

  mappend :: a -> a -> a 

 

Monoid laws (cannot be verified by the type checker): 

 

mempty `mappend` x           ==  x 

x `mappend` mempty           ==  x 

x `mappend` (y `mappend` z)  ==  (x `mappend` y) `mappend` z 

mconcat                      ==  foldr mappend mempty 

 

13.11. Monoid: Examples 
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instance Monoid [a] where 

  mempty  = [] 

  mappend = (++) 

 

 

instance Monoid Ordering where 

  mempty  = EQ 

  LT `mappend` _ = LT 

  EQ `mappend` y = y 

  GT `mappend` _ = GT 

 

 

instance (Monoid a, Monoid b) => Monoid (a,b) where 

  mempty  = (mempty, mempty) 

  (a1,b1) `mappend` (a2,b2) = (a1 `mappend` a2, b1 `mappend` b2) 

 

13.12. Writer Monad 
 

This monad implements logging to a state buffer. 

 

-- runWriter :: Writer w a -> (a, w) 

newtype Writer w a = Writer { runWriter :: (a, w) } 

 

instance Monoid w => Monad (Writer w) where 

  return x = Writer (x, mempty) 

  m >>= k  = Writer $ 

    let (x , w)  = runWriter m 

        (x', w') = runWriter (k x) in 

    (x', w `mappend` w') 

 

tell :: (Monoid w) => w -> Writer w a 

tell x = Writer ((), x) 

 

listen :: (Monoid w) => Writer w a -> Writer w (a, w) 

listen m = 

  let (x, w) = runWriter m in 

  Writer ((x, w), w) 

 

13.13. Writer Monad: Example 
 

 

gcdWithLog :: Int -> Int -> Writer [String] Int 

gcdWithLog x y 

  | y == 0 = do 

    tell ["Finished with " ++ show x] 

    return x 

 

  | otherwise = do 

    result <- gcdWithLog y (x `mod` y) 

    tell [show x ++ " mod " ++ show y ++ " = " 

      ++ show (x `mod` y)] 

    return result 

 

gcdTest = mapM_ putStrLn . snd . runWriter $ 

  gcdWithLog 110 34 

 

13.14. Error (Exception) Monad 
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A monad to model computation that may fail or throw exceptions. 

 

instance Monad (Either e) where 

  return = Right 

 

  Right x >>= k = k x 

  m       >>= _ = m 

 

class Error a where 

  noMsg  :: a 

  strMsg :: String -> a 

 

throwError :: (Error e) => e -> Either e a 

throwError = Left 

 

catchError :: (Error e) => 

  Either e a -> (e -> Either e a) -> Either e a 

(Left e) `catchError` handler = handler e 

m        `catchError` _       = m 

 

13.15. Error Monad: Example 
 

 

data LengthError = EmptyString 

                 | StringTooLong Int 

                 | OtherError String 

                 deriving Show 

 

instance Error LengthError where 

  noMsg  = OtherError "A String Error!" 

  strMsg = OtherError 

 

calculateLengthOrFail [] = throwError EmptyString 

calculateLengthOrFail s 

  | len > 5 = throwError (StringTooLong len) 

  | otherwise = return len 

    where len = length s 

 

calculateLength s = (calculateLengthOrFail s) `catchError` Left 

 

reportResult (Right len) = 

  putStrLn ("The length of the string is " ++ (show len)) 

reportResult (Left e) = 

  putStrLn ("Length calculation failed with error: " ++ (show e)) 

 

13.16. List as Monad 
 

Virtual definition of the list's Monad instance: 

 

instance Monad [] where 

  return x = [x] 

  xs >>= f = concat (map f xs) 

 

Example: Simple constraint solver. 

 

multiplyToM n = do 

  x <- [1..n] 

  y <- [x..n] 

  guarded (x * y == n) $ return (x,y) 

  where 
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    guarded True xs = xs 

    guarded _    _  = [] 

 

multiplyToC = [ (x,y) | x <- [1..n], y <- [x..n], x * y == n ] 

 

13.17. IO Monad 
 

The IO monad is to carry an implicit world-level state, it can model arbitrary side effect, for example: 

• IORef - mutable references 

• IOError - exceptions 

• IOArray - mutable array 

• forkIO - creation of threads 

It is different from all the other monads in many different respects: 

• It has no run function, that is, computations with IO side effects cannot be unwrapped while the program is 

running. 

• unsafePermIO - available to the user, but all type safety guarantees are lost on application. 

• IO computations are run by the run-time system. 

14. 14 Combining Side Effects: Monad Transformers 

 

14.1. Introduction 
 

• Monadic effects can be even composed using monad transformers. 

• A type constructor which takes a monad as an argument and returns a monad as a result. 

• Monad types have a transformer variant with a T suffix, c.f. State and StateT. 

• To facilitate the composition, such monads are characterized by type classes (c.f. State and MonadState). 

• This allows building polymorphic monadic blocks. 

14.2. The MonadTrans Class 
 

 

class MonadTrans t where 

  lift :: Monad m => m a -> t m a 

 

Instances should satisfy the following laws: 

 

lift . return    ==   return 

lift (m >>= f)   ==   lift m >>= (lift . f) 

 

14.3. The MonadIO Class 
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Monad can allow to embed IO computations. 

Any monad built by applying a sequence of monad transformers to the IO monad will be an instance of this 

class. 

 

class Monad m => MonadIO m where 

  liftIO :: IO a -> m a 

 

Instances should satisfy the following laws (which state that liftIO is a transformer of monads). 

 

liftIO . return    ==   return 

liftIO (m >>= f)   ==   liftIO m >>= (liftIO . f) 

 

14.4. ReaderT Monad Transformer 
 

 

class Monad m => MonadReader m where 

  type EnvType m 

 

  ask   :: m (EnvType m) 

  local :: ((EnvType m) -> (EnvType m)) -> m a -> m a 

 

newtype ReaderT r m a = ReaderT { runReaderT :: r -> m a } 

type Reader r = ReaderT r Identity 

 

runReader :: Reader r a -> r -> a 

runReader m = runIdentity . runReaderT m 

 

instance Monad m => Monad (ReaderT r m) where 

  return = lift . return 

 

  m >>= k = ReaderT $ \r -> do 

    x <- runReaderT m r 

    runReaderT (k x) r 

 

instance MonadTrans (ReaderT r) where 

  lift m = ReaderT (const m) 

 

14.5. ReaderT Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

 

instance Monad m => MonadReader (ReaderT r m) where 

  type EnvType (ReaderT r m) = r 

 

  ask       = ReaderT $ return 

  local f m = ReaderT $ runReaderT m . f 

 

instance MonadState m => MonadState (ReaderT r m) where 

  type StateType (ReaderT r m) = StateType m 

 

  get = lift get 

  put = lift . put 

 

instance MonadWriter m => MonadWriter (ReaderT r m) where 

  type WriterType (ReaderT r m) = WriterType m 

 

  tell     = lift . tell 

  listen m = ReaderT $ listen . runReaderT m 

  pass   m = ReaderT $ pass . runReaderT m 

 

instance MonadIO m => MonadIO (ReaderT r m) where 
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  liftIO = lift . liftIO 

 

14.6. StateT Monad Transformer 
 

 

class Monad m => MonadState m where 

  type StateType m 

  get :: m (StateType m) 

  put :: (StateType m) -> m () 

 

newtype StateT s m a = StateT { runStateT :: s -> m (a, s) } 

type State s = StateT s Identity 

 

runState :: State s a -> s -> (a, s) 

runState m = runIdentity . runStateT m 

 

instance Monad m => Monad (StateT s m) where 

  return a = StateT $ \s -> return (a, s) 

  m >>= k = StateT $ \s -> do 

    (a, s') <- runStateT m s 

    runStateT (k a) s' 

 

instance MonadTrans (StateT s) where 

  lift m = StateT $ \s -> do 

    a <- m 

    return (a, s) 

 

14.7. StateT Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

 

instance Monad m => MonadState (StateT s m) where 

  type StateType (StateT s m) = s 

  get   = StateT $ \s -> return (s,s) 

  put s = StateT $ \_ -> return ((),s) 

 

instance MonadReader m => MonadReader (StateT s m) where 

  type EnvType (StateT s m) = EnvType m 

  ask       = lift ask 

  local f m = StateT $ \s -> local f $ runStateT m s 

 

instance MonadWriter m => MonadWriter (StateT s m) where 

  type WriterType (StateT s m) = WriterType m 

 

  tell = lift . tell 

 

  listen m = StateT $ \s -> do 

    ((a, s'), w) <- listen (runStateT m s) 

    return ((a, w), s') 

 

  pass m = StateT $ \s -> pass $ do 

    ((a, f), s') <- runStateT m s 

    return ((a, s'), f) 

 

instance MonadIO m => MonadIO (StateT s m) where 

  liftIO = lift . liftIO 

 

14.8. WriterT Monad Transformer 
 

 

class (Monoid (WriterType m), Monad m) => MonadWriter m where 

  type WriterType m 

  tell    :: (WriterType m) -> m () 
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  listen  :: m a -> m (a, (WriterType m)) 

  pass    :: m (a, (WriterType m) -> (WriterType m)) -> m a 

 

newtype WriterT w m a = WriterT { runWriterT :: m (a,w) } 

type Writer a = WriterT a Identity 

 

instance (Monoid w, Monad m) => Monad (WriterT w m) where 

  return a = WriterT $ return (a, mempty) 

  m >>= k = WriterT $ do 

    (a,w)   <- runWriterT m 

    (b,w')  <- runWriterT (k a) 

    return (b, w `mappend` w') 

 

instance Monoid w => MonadTrans (WriterT w) where 

  lift m = WriterT $ do 

    a <- m 

    return (a,mempty) 

 

14.9. WriterT Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

 

instance (Monoid w, MonadState m) => MonadState (WriterT w m) where 

  type StateType (WriterT w m) = StateType m 

  get = lift get 

  put = lift . put 

 

instance (Monoid w, MonadReader m) => MonadReader (WriterT w m) where 

  type EnvType (WriterT w m) = EnvType m 

  ask       = lift ask 

  local f m = WriterT $ local f $ runWriterT m 

 

instance (Monoid w, Monad m) => MonadWriter (WriterT w m) where 

  type WriterType (WriterT w m) = w 

 

  tell w   = WriterT $ return ((),w) 

  listen m = WriterT $ do 

    (a,w) <- runWriterT m 

    return ((a,w),w) 

 

  pass m   = WriterT $ do 

    ((a,f),w) <- runWriterT m 

    return (a, f w) 

 

14.10. Stacking Monads 
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14.11. Stacking Monads: Example 
 

 

type State  = Int 

type Config = Int 

type Stack = 

  ReaderT Config (StateT State (WriterT [(FilePath,Int)] IO)) 

 

runStack :: Stack a -> Int -> IO ((a,State),[(FilePath,Int)]) 

runStack k maxDepth = 

  runWriterT (runStateT (runReaderT k config) state) 

  where (state, config) = (0, maxDepth) 

 

countEntries :: FilePath -> Stack () 

countEntries path = f path 0 where 

  f p n = do 

    deepestReached <- get 

    when (deepestReached < n) $ put n 

    contents <- liftIO $ listDirectory p 

    tell [(p, length contents)] 

    forM_ contents $ \name -> do 

      let newName = p </> name 

      isDir <- liftIO $ doesDirectoryExist newName 

      maxDepth <- ask 

      when (isDir && (n < maxDepth)) $ f newName (n + 1) 

 

14.12. Order of Stacking: Example 
 

 

stack :: 

  (MonadState Int m, MonadWriter [String] m, MonadError String m 

  => m () 

stack = do 

  r <- get 

  tell ["Hello!"] 

  throwError "Error!" 

  tell ["Value: " ++ show r] 

  put (r + 1) 
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type A = ErrorT String (WriterT [String] (State Int)) 

type B = StateT Int (WriterT [String] (Either String)) 

 

a :: A () 

a = stack 

 

b :: B () 

b = stack 

 

runA = runState (runWriterT (runErrorT a)) 0 

runB = runWriterT (runStateT b 0) 

 

15. 15 Combinators 

 

15.1. Introduction 
 

Combinator pattern. Complex structures are built by defining: 

• A small set of very simple primitives. 

• A set of combinators for combining primitives into more complicated structures. 

Similar to the Composition pattern found in object-oriented programming. 

15.2. Case Study: Parser Combinators 
 

 

type Parser a = String -> a 

 

However, parsers: 

• Can be combined sequentially. 

 

type Parser a = String -> (a, String) 

 

• May fail to match, series of alternatives can be tried for matching. 

 

type Parser a = String -> [(a, String)] 

 

• Combine semantic actions with recognizing and extracting structures. 

15.3. Case Study: Parser (Primitives) 
 

 

success :: a -> Parser a 

success x s = [(x, s)] 

 

failure :: Parser a 

failure _ = [] 

 

infixl 4 <*> 

(<*>)   :: Parser (a -> b) -> Parser a -> Parser b 

(p <*> q) s = [(f a, s'') | (f, s') <- p s, (a, s'') <- q s'] 
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infixl 3 <|> 

(<|>)   :: Parser a -> Parser a -> Parser a 

(p <|> q) s = p s ++ q s 

 

(<$>) :: (a -> b) -> Parser a -> Parser b 

(f <$> p) s = map (\(x,y) -> (f x, y)) (p s) 

 

match   :: (Char -> Bool) -> Parser Char 

match q []     = [] 

match q (c:cs) = if (q c) then [(c, cs)] else [] 

 

runParser :: Parser a -> String -> [String] 

runParser p s = [ x | (x, "") <- (p s) ] 

 

15.4. Case Study: Parser (Some Derived Operations) 
 

 

infixl 4 <*, *> 

(*>) :: Parser a -> Parser b -> Parser b 

p *> q = (success (\_ y -> y)) <*> p <*> q 

 

(<*) :: Parser a -> Parser b -> Parser a 

p <* q = (success (\x _ -> x)) <*> p <*> q 

 

char :: Char -> Parser Char 

char c = match (c ==) 

 

token :: String -> Parser String 

token ""     = success "" 

token (c:cs) = (:) <$> char c <*> token cs 

 

some :: Parser a -> Parser [a] 

some p = (:) <$> p <*> (succes [] <|> (some p)) 

 

many :: Parser a -> Parser [a] 

many p = success [] <|> some p 

 

sepBy :: Parser a -> Parser s -> Parser [a] 

sepBy p s = ((:) <$> p <*> many (s *> p)) <|> success [] 

 

15.5. Case Study: Parser (CSV Parser) 
 

 

noneOf :: [Char] -> Parser Char 

noneOf cs = match (\c -> all (/= c) cs) 

 

 

quotedChar = noneOf "\"" <|> (token "\"\"" *> lift '"') 

 

quotedCell = char '"' *> many quotedChar <* char '"' 

 

cell = quotedCell <|> many (noneOf "\",\n") 

 

line = sepBy cell (char ',') 

 

eol = char '\n' 

 

csvFile = sepBy line eol 

 

Remark. This is an example of an applicative functor. 

15.6. Case Study: Property-Based Testing 
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prop_idempotent xs = sort (sort xs) == sort xs 

 

prop_minimum xs = not (null xs) ==> head (sort xs) == minimum xs 

 

prop_model xs = (sort xs) == (sortModel xs) 

 

prop_permutation xs = permutation xs (sort xs) 

  where permutation xs ys = null (xs \\ ys) && null (ys \\ xs) 

 

prop_append xs ys = not (null xs) ==> not (null ys) ==> 

  head (sort (xs ++ ys)) == (minimum xs) `min` (minimum ys) 

 

runTest :: Testable p => p -> IO () 

 

15.7. Case Study: Gen (QuickCheck) 
 

 

newtype Gen a = MkGen { unGen :: StdGen -> Int -> a } 

 

instance Monad Gen where 

  return x = MkGen $ \_ _ -> x 

  m >>= k  = MkGen $ \r n -> 

    (unGen (k ((unGen m) r1 n))) r2 n 

    where (r1,r2) = split r 

 

choose :: Random a => (a,a) -> Gen a 

choose rng = MkGen $ \r _ -> fst $ randomR rng r 

 

oneof :: [Gen a] -> Gen a 

oneof [] = error "Empty list" 

oneof gs = do 

  i <- choose (0, (length gs) - 1) 

  gs !! i 

 

elements :: [a] -> Gen a 

elements = oneof . map return 

 

sized :: (Int -> Gen a) -> Gen a 

sized f = MkGen $ \r n -> unGen (f n) r n 

 

15.8. Case Study: Arbitrary (QuickCheck) 
 

 

class Arbitrary a where 

  arbitrary :: Gen a 

  arbitrary = error "no default generator" 

 

instance Arbitrary Bool where 

  arbitrary = choose (False, True) 

 

instance Arbitrary Integer where 

  arbitrary = sized $ \n -> do 

    let n' = toInteger n 
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    choose (-n', n') 

 

instance Arbitrary a => Arbitrary [a] where 

  arbitrary = sized $ \n -> do 

    k <- choose (0, n) 

    sequence . replicate k $ arbitrary 

 

instance (Arbitrary a, Arbitrary b) => Arbitrary (a, b) where 

  arbitrary = do 

    x <- arbitrary 

    y <- arbitrary 

    return (x, y) 

 

15.9. Case Study: Property (QuickCheck) 
 

 

type Result = Maybe Bool   -- result, Nothing = discard 

type Property = Gen Result 

 

class Testable p where 

  property :: p -> Property 

 

instance Testable () 

  where property _ = return Nothing 

 

instance Testable Bool 

  where property = return . Just 

 

instance Testable Result 

  where property = return 

 

instance Testable (Arbitrary a, Testable p) => Testable (a -> p) 

  where property f = arbitrary >>= \x -> property (f x) 

 

infixr 0 ==> 

(==>) :: Testable p => Bool -> p -> Property 

False ==> _ = property () 

True  ==> p = property p 

 

16. 16 Concurrent and Parallel Programming 

 

16.1. Annotations (Clean) 
 

Composition of functions is associative that can be exploited to parallelize the evaluation. 

Annotations can be used to determine the speculative evaluation order of expressions. 

 

Nfib :: Int -> Int 

Nfib n 

  | n < 2 = 1 

  = {| P |} Nfib (n - 1) + Nfib (n - 2) + 1 

 

• I: Parallel evaluation of an expression on the same processor where evaluation marked with I is already in 

progress. 

• P: Parallel evaluation of the same expression on the same processor or delegate to another one. 

• P at procid: Parallel evaluation on the given processor. 
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16.2. Composing Annotations: Strategies (Haskell) 
 

Strategies can be composed from annotations by higher-order functions, to express deterministic parallelism. 

 

type Strategy a = a -> Eval a 

 

Evil is a monad. 

Use of strategies: 

 

using :: a -> Strategy a -> a 

x `using` s = runEval (s x) 

 

Strategies are compositional: 

 

dot :: Strategy a -> Strategy a -> Strategy a 

s `dot` t = t . runEval . s 

 

16.3. Composing Annotations: Strategies (Haskell, cont'd) 
 

Basic strategies: 

• r0: No evaluation. 

• rseq: Sequential evaluation, evaluation to weak head normal form (WHNF). 

• rdeepseq: Full ("deep") evaluation. 

• rpar: Parallel evaluation. 

Parallel mapping of list elements: 

 

parMap :: Strategy b -> (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b] 

parMap s f x = map f x `using` parList s 

 

16.4. Static Partitioning with Eval 
 

Parallel mapping with static partitioning, described as an Eval action. 

 

parMap :: (NFData b) => (a -> b) -> [a] -> Eval [b] 

parMap f xs = do 

  let (as,bs) = splitAt (length xs `div` 2) xs 

  a <- rpar (deep (map f as)) 

  b <- rpar (deep (map f bs)) 

  rseq a 

  rseq b 

  return (a ++ b) 

 

deep :: (NFData a) => a -> a 

deep x = deepseq x x 

 

f = evaluate $ runEval $ parMap (+1) [1..10^6] 
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16.5. Dynamic Partitioning with Eval 
 

Parallel mapping with dynamic partitioning, described as an Eval action. 

 

parMapDynamic :: (a -> b) -> [a] -> Eval [b] 

parMapDynamic f [] = return [] 

parMapDynamic f (x:xs) = do 

  y  <- rpar (f x) 

  ys <- parMapDynamic f xs 

  return (y:ys) 

 

deep :: (NFData a) => a -> a 

deep x = deepseq x x 

 

f = evaluate $ deep $ runEval $ parMapDynamic (+1) [1..10^6] 

 

16.6. The Par Monad 
 

Sometimes parallel task boundaries and task dependencies have to be more explicit, without sacrificing 

determinism. 

Par monad: pure result, scheduling large-scale parallel tasks. 

• fork: Creation of parallel tasks. 

• IVar: Method of communication between connected tasks, similar to the concept of future or 

promise.Operations: 

• new: Empty variable. 

• get: Retrieve value, waiting until it is available. 

• put: Store value, waiting until it is empty. 

16.7. Parallel mapping with Par 
 

Parallel mapping, described as a Par action. 

 

parMapM :: NFData b => (a -> Par b) -> [a] -> Par [b] 

parMapM f xs = do 

  iys <- mapM (spawn . f) xs 

  mapM get iys 

 

spawn :: NFData a => Par a -> Par (IVar a) 

spawn p = do 

  i <- new 

  fork (do x <- p; put i x) 

  return i 

 

f = runPar $ parMapM (return . (+1)) ([1..10^6] :: [Int]) 

 

16.8. Concurrency (Haskell) 
 

Use of threads does not make sense for purely functional programs: no effects to observe, the evaluation order is 

not relevant. 
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Concurrency is for structuring effectful code, which implies the use of the IO monad and non-determinism. 

 

concurrentAction :: IO () 

concurrentAction = do 

  hSetBuffering stdout NoBuffering 

  forkIO (forever (putChar 'A')) 

  forkIO (forever (putChar 'B')) 

  threadDelay (10^6) 

 

16.9. MVars: Communication between Threads 
 

MVAR: low-level but versatile abstraction that allows threads to communicate. It represents a box that either 

empty or full. 

• newEmptyMVar: Create a new full box with a value. 

• putMVar: Place a value into the box, waits if the box is already filled. 

• takeMVar: Remove value from the full box, waits if the box is empty. 

 

parRead :: [FilePath] -> IO [String] 

parRead ps = do 

  ms <- replicateM (length ps) newEmptyMVar 

  mapM (\(p,m) -> forkIO (readFile p >>= putMVar m)) (ps `zip` ms) 

  mapM takeMVar ms 

 

They can be used to protect shared mutable states or critical sections, share a mutable state. 

16.10. Composing MVars 
 

MVArs can be used to build larger abstractions, for example an unbounded buffered channel. 

 

type Stream a = MVar (Item a) 

data Item a   = Item a (Stream a) 

data Chan a   = Chan (MVar (Stream a)) (MVar (Stream a)) 

 

 

16.11. MVars: Asynchronous Exceptions 
 

 

data Async a = Async ThreadId (MVar (Either a SomeException)) 
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cancel :: Async a -> IO () 

cancel (Async t _) = throwTo t ThreadKilled 

 

wait :: Async a -> IO a 

wait (Async _ m) = readMVar m 

 

async :: IO a -> IO (Async a) 

async io = do 

  m <- newEmptyMVar 

  t <- forkIO ((do r <- io; putMVar m (Right r)) 

                  `catch` \e -> putMVar m (Left e)) 

  return (Async t m) 

 

bracket :: IO a -> (a -> IO b) -> (a -> IO c) -> IO c 

bracket before after during = 

  mask (\restore -> do 

    a <- before 

    r <- restore (during a) `catch` \e -> after a; throw e 

    _ <- after a 

    return r) 

 

16.12. Software Transactional Memory (STM) 
 

Software Transactional Memory: grouping multiple operations over a state and performing them as a single 

atomic operation, a transaction. 

• MVar  TVar: "transactional variable", mutable variable to be read or written within a transaction. 

• Composable operations (STM actions) to build transactions, with a run function: 

 

atomically :: STM a -> IO a 

 

• Re-run transactions (some condition does not hold, a particular resource is not acquired): 

 

retry :: STM a 

 

if the first action retries, then the second action is tried in its place: 

 

orElse :: STM a -> STM a -> STM a 

 

16.13. Software Transactional Memory (STM): Example 
 

 

parCheckFiles :: Int -> [FilePath] -> IO () 

parCheckFiles k queue = do 

  checked <- newTChanIO -- data TaskResult = Checked FilePath Int 

  jobs    <- newTChanIO -- data Task = Check FilePath | Stop 

  workers <- newTVarIO k 

  forkIO $ forever $ do 

    Checked f s <- atomically $ readTChan checked 

    putStrLn (f ++ ": " ++ show s) >> hFlush stdout 

  replicateM_ k . forkIO $ do 

    worker checked jobs 

    atomically $ modifyTVar workers (subtract 1) 

  atomically $ forM_ queue (writeTChan jobs . Check) 

  atomically $ replicateM_ k (writeTChan jobs Stop) 

  atomically $ readTVar workers >>= (check . (== 0)) 
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  where 

    worker checked queue = do 

      job <- atomically $ readTChan queue 

      case job of Stop     -> return () 

                  Check fn -> do 

                    i <- checkFile fn 

                    atomically $ writeTChan checked (Checked fn i) 

                    worker checked queue 

 

17. 17 Distributed Programming 

 

17.1. Introduction 
 

Distributed Programming: Running a program on multiple machines simultaneously. 

Why? 

• Make more efficient use of network resources by moving the servers closer to the clients. 

• Exploit a heterogeneous environment, where certain resources are available only to certain machines. 

17.2. Introduction (cont'd) 
 

Distributed Programming: Running a program on multiple machines simultaneously. 

How? 

• Partial hardware failures, nodes may go down. Recovery is mainly application-specific, thus failures should 

be made visible to the programmer. 

• Communication time is significant. Sharing a data structure between threads can be costly, thus it is wise to 

offer explicit control over this. 

• Difficult to provide global consistency guarantees. The exact nature of consistency requirements depend on 

the application. 

17.3. Implementing Distributed Systems 
 

Haskell: no built-in support but extension: distributed-process. 

• Model for distributed programming: explicit message passing, with higher-level abstractions on top. 

• Separate transport layer that provides infrastructure for sending and receiving internode messages: e.g. 

TCP/IP, shared memory, InfiniBand. 

• Each transport layer needs to able to create and shutdown nodes, and allow nodes to discover which nodes are 

available (peer discovery). 

17.4. distributed-process: Transport Layer 
 

Application: A single program that happes to run on multiple machines. 

Provided facilities: 

• Remote spawning of processes. 
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• Serialization of Haskell data for message passing. 

• Process linking. 

• Receiving messages on multiple channels. 

• Dedicated per-process channels for receiving dynamically typed messages. 

• Automatic peer discovery. 

17.5. distributed-process: Processes 
 

A distributed program consists of a set of processes that may communicate with one another via messages. 

Processes run concurrently, and all of them has a unique ProcessId. 

Processes are like threads, however: 

• Threads are always created on the current node - processes can be created on a remote node. 

• Processes run in the Process monad (which instantiates MonadIO). Only processes can engage in message 

passing. 

17.6. distributed-process: The Message Passing API 
 

 

data Process   -- instance of Monad, MonadIO 

 

data NodeId    -- instance of Eq,Ord,Show,Typeable,Binary 

data ProcessId -- instance of Eq,Ord,Show,Typeable,Binary 

 

getSelfPid  :: Process ProcessId 

getSelfNode :: Process NodeId 

 

spawn     :: NodeId -> Closure (Process ()) -> Process ProcessId 

terminate :: Process a 

 

send   :: Serializable a => ProcessId -> a -> Process () 

expect :: Serializable a => Process a 

say    :: String -> Process () 

 

17.7. distributed-process: Message Types 
 

 

data Message = Ping ProcessId 

             | Pong ProcessId 

  deriving (Typeable, Generic) 

 

instance Binary Message 

 

• Binary: Seralization/deserialization of Haskell data (DeriveGeneric and Generic enables automatic 

derivation). 

• Typeable: Sending to dynamically typed channels. 

 

class (Binary a, Typeable a) => Serializable a 

instance (Binary a, Typeable a) => Serializable a 
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17.8. distributed-process: Server Process 
 

 

pingServer :: Process () 

pingServer = do 

  Ping from <- expect 

  say $ printf "ping received from mypid <- getSelfPid 

  send from (Pong mypid) 

 

• Receive message of a particular type (determined by the context). 

• Skip over messages in the queue that do not match. 

• Block when there are no messages of the right type (could lead to a deadlock). 

 

remotable ['pingServer] 

 

17.9. distributed-process: Master Process 
 

 

master :: Process () 

master = do 

  node <- getSelfNode 

  say $ printf "spawning on pid <- spawn node $(mkStaticClosure 'pingServer) 

  mypid <- getSelfPid 

  say $ printf "sending ping to send pid (Ping mypid) 

  Pong _ <- expect 

  say "pong." 

  terminate 

 

spawn :: NodeId -> Closure (Process ()) -> Process ProcessId 

• Process () values cannot be serialized. 

• Closure: serializable computations, generated by mkStaticClosure. 

17.10. distributed-process: Master Process 
 

 

master :: Process () 

master = do 

  node <- getSelfNode 

  say $ printf "spawning on pid <- spawn node $(mkStaticClosure 'pingServer) 

  mypid <- getSelfPid 

  say $ printf "sending ping to send pid (Ping mypid) 

  Pong _ <- expect 

  say "pong." 

  terminate 

 

terminate :: Process a 

• Returning from master terminates, but recommended to mark the end of the process explicitly. 

• Sometimes the process has to be ended where the top-level function does not return. 

17.11. distributed-process: The main Function 
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main :: IO () 

main = distribMain 

  (\_ -> master) 

  Main.__remoteTable 

 

• Wrapper around the lower-level startup facilities. 

• First argument: The Process computation (of type [NodeId] -> Process ()) to run as the master process on the 

node. 

• Second argument: Metadata for executing remote calls. 

17.12. distributed-process: Multi-Node Extension 
 

 

master :: [NodeId] -> Process () 

master peers = do 

  ps <- forM peers $ \nid -> do 

    say $ printf "spawning on spawn nid $(mkStaticClosure 'pingServer) 

 

  mypid <- getSelfPid 

  forM_ ps $ \pid -> do 

    say $ printf "pinging send pid (Ping mypid) 

 

  waitForPongs ps 

  say "All pongs successfully received" 

  terminate 

 

waitForPongs :: [ProcessId] -> Process () 

waitForPongs [] = return () 

waitForPongs ps = do 

  m <- expect 

  case m of 

    Pong p -> waitForPongs (filter (/= p) ps) 

    _      -> say "MASTER received ping" >> terminate 

 

17.13. distributed-process: Typed Channels 
 

Placing all the messages for a process into the same queue has many disadvantages: 

• At each invocation of expect, the queue has to be searched for messages of the right type. 

• For messages of the same type from multiple senders, additional information (e.g. the ProcessId of the sender) 

is needed to tell them apart. 

 

data SendPort a 

data ReceivePort a 

 

newChan     :: Serializable a => Process (SendPort a, ReceivePort a) 

sendChan    :: Serializable a => SendPort a -> a -> Process () 

receiveChan :: Serializable a => ReceivePort a -> Process a 

 

17.14. distributed-process: Typed Channels (cont'd) 
 

Typed channels imply a different pattern of interaction: 
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• The client creates a new channel for an interaction. 

• The client sends a request, along with the SendPort. 

• The server responds on the SendPort it was sent. 

• The server might make its own channel and send that to the client. 

The client knows that a message arriving on the channel can only be a response to the original request. 

17.15. distributed-process: Typed Channels (Example) 
 

 

data Message = Ping (SendPort ProcessId) 

  deriving (Typeable, Generic) 

 

instance Binary Message 

 

pingServer :: Process () 

pingServer = do 

  Ping chan <- expect 

  say $ printf "ping received from mypid <- getSelfPid 

  sendChan chan mypid 

 

17.16. distributed-process: Typed Channels (Example) 
 

 

master :: [NodeId] -> Process () 

master peers = do 

  ps <- forM peers $ \nid -> do 

    say $ printf "spawning on spawn nid $(mkStaticClosure 'pingServer) 

 

  mapM_ monitor ps 

 

  ports <- forM ps $ \pid -> do 

    say $ printf "pinging (sendport,recvport) <- newChan 

    send pid (Ping sendport) 

    return recvport 

 

  forM_ ports $ \port -> do 

    _ <- receiveChan port 

    return () 

 

  say "All pongs successfully received" 

  terminate 

 

17.17. distributed-process: Merging Channels 
 

Merged Channel. A single channel that receives messages from any of the original channels. Merging channels 

does not affect the original channel. 

 

mergePortsBiased :: Serializable a => 

  [ReceivePort a] -> Process (ReceivePort a) 

 

Each receive searches the ports from left to right and returns the first message found. 

 

mergePortsRR     :: Serializable a => 
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  [ReceivePort a] -> Process (ReceivePort a) 

 

Each receive searches from left to right, but rotates the list by one, with the leftmost port moving to the end. 

17.18. distributed-process: Merging Channels 
 

 

master :: [NodeId] -> Process () 

master peers = do 

  ps <- forM peers $ \nid -> do 

    say $ printf "spawning on spawn nid $(mkStaticClosure 'pingServer) 

  ports <- forM ps $ \pid -> do 

    say $ printf "pinging (sendport,recvport) <- newChan 

    send pid (Ping sendport) 

    return recvport 

  oneport <- mergePortsBiased ports 

  waitForPongs oneport ps 

  say "All pongs successfully received" 

  terminate 

 

waitForPongs :: ReceivePort ProcessId -> [ProcessId] -> Process () 

waitForPongs _ [] = return () 

waitForPongs ports ps = do 

  pid <- receiveChan port 

  waitForPongs port (filter (/= pid) ps) 

 

17.19. distributed-process: Failures 
 

 

withMonitor :: 

  ProcessId -> Process a -> Process a 

 

Monitor a process of ProcessId and Process a to perform (as an action). 

In case of failure, a special message of type ProcessMonitorNotification is sent to the current process. 

To wait for such messages, the following pattern is used: 

 

receiveWait 

  [ match $ \p -> do ... 

  , match $ \q -> do ... 

  ] 

 

17.20. distributed-process: Failures (cont'd) 
 

 

receiveWait    :: [Match b] -> Process b 

receiveTimeout :: Int -> [Match b] -> Process (Maybe b) 

 

match   :: Serializable a => (a -> Process b) -> Match b 

matchIf :: Serializable a => 

  (a -> Bool) -> (a -> Process b) -> Match b 

 

waits until any of the match functions applies to a message in the queue, then executes the associated action. 

is similar to receiveWait but timeouts after a given amount of time, and returns Nothing if no message arrived. 
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17.21. distributed-process: Failures (Example) 
 

 

withMonitor pid $ do 

  send pid (Pong mypid) 

  receiveWait 

    [ match $ \(Pong _) -> 

        do say "pong" 

           terminate 

    , match $ \(ProcessMonitorNotification _ref deadpid reason) -> 

        do say (printf "process (show deadpid) (show reason)) 

           terminate 

    ] 

 

17.22. distributed-process: Monitoring Functions 
 

 

monitor     :: ProcessId -> Process MonitorRef 

unmonitor   :: MonitorRef -> Process () 

-- preferred: 

withMonitor :: ProcessId -> Process a -> Process a 

 

data ProcessMonitorNotification 

  = ProcessMonitorNotification MonitorRef ProcessId DiedReason 

 

data MonitorRef 

 

data DiedReason = DiedNormal 

                | DiedException !String 

                | DiedDisconnect 

                | DiedNodeDown 

                | DiedUnknownId 

 

17.23. distributed-process: Distributed Failures 
 

In distributed systems, one or more processes in the network may become disconnected without advance 

warning - "Let it crash." 

• Be prepared for a process to disappear any time. 

• Let the local failure conditions propagate to the top of the process and let the process die. 

• Restart the failed process in some known-good state, log the failure. 

• Individual processes should be able to fail without catastrophic consequences. 

18. 18 Interactive Programs 

 

18.1. Introduction 
 

Pure functional programs have no side effects. 

Interactive program have side effects. 

Interactive functional programs? 
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A naive approach: 

 

strlen :: IO () 

strlen = do 

  putStr "Enter a string:" 

  s <- getLine 

  putStr   "The string has " 

  putStr   (show (length s)) 

  putStrLn " characters." 

 

strlen' = interact $ \s -> 

  "The string has " ++ (show (length s)) ++ " characters." 

 

18.2. Prologue: Functional Reactive Animation 
 

 

type Animation = Signal Shape 

 

rotatingBox :: Animation 

rotatingBox = rotate <$> time <*> pure square 

 

bouncingBall :: Animation 

bouncingBall = translate <$> pos <*> pure circle 

  where 

    pos     = vec <$> bounceX <*> bounceY 

    bounceX = pure 0 

    bounceY = (sin . (3 *)) <$> time 

 

example :: Animation 

example = difference <$> rotatingBox <*> bouncingBall 

 

18.3. Prologue: Functional Reactive Animation (Shape) 
 

 

type Shape = Point -> Bool 

 

inside :: Point -> Shape -> Bool 

p `inside` sh = sh p 

 

circle :: Shape 

circle = \p -> distance p <= 1 

 

square :: Shape 

square = \p -> maxnorm p <= 1 

 

translate :: Vec -> Shape -> Shape 

translate v sh = \p -> (p `sub` v) `inside` sh 

 

rotate :: Angle -> Shape -> Shape 

rotate d = transform (matrix (cos d) (sin d) (-sin d) (cos d)) 

 

difference :: Shape -> Shape -> Shape 

sh1 `difference` sh2 = sh1 `intersect` (invert sh2) 

 

intersect :: Shape -> Shape -> Shape 

sh1 `intersect` sh2 = Shape $ \p -> p `inside` sh1 && p `inside` sh2 

 

18.4. Prologue: Functional Reactive Animation (Signal) 
 

 

newtype Signal a = Signal (Time -> a) 
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instance Functor Signal where 

  fmap f xs = pure f <*> xs 

 

(<$>) :: Functor f => (a -> b) -> f a -> f b 

(<$>) = fmap 

 

instance Applicative Signal where 

  pure x    = Signal $ \t -> x 

  fs <*> xs = Signal $ \t -> (sample fs t) (sample xs t) 

 

time :: Signal Time 

time = Signal $ \t -> t 

 

sample  :: Signal a -> Time -> a 

sample (Sample f) = f 

 

18.5. Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) 
 

Functional Reactive Programming is: 

• a declarative way to work with interactions, providing control flow structures for time. 

• a method of modeling reactive, time-varying and responding to external stimuli, behavior in pure languages. 

Key concepts: 

• Behaviors or signals. Model values that vary over continuous time. 

• Events. Occurences of instantaneous values at finitely many points in time. 

• Switching. Change to the FRP system in response to events. 

The semantic model is given in terms of continuous functions, typically over time. 

18.6. Events 
 

An infinite list of values that are tagged with with their corresponding time of occurence. 

 

type Event a = [(Time, a)] 

 

• Events can be listened to by multiple components to do something once a specific event is fired (triggered). 

• Every event has a value associated with it (but sometimes discarded). 

• Events come in streams. 

18.7. Events: Operations 
 

Transforming an event stream: 

 

instance Functor Event where 

  fmap f evs = [ (t, f x) | (t, x) <- evs ] 

 

Filtering events from the event stream: 
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filterE :: (a -> Bool) -> Event a -> Event a 

filterE p evs = [ (t, x) | (t, x) <- evs, p x ] 

 

filterJust :: Event (Maybe a) -> Event a 

filterJust mvs = [ (t, x) | (t, Just x) <- mvs ] 

 

Combining event streams: 

 

union :: Event a -> Event a -> Event a 

((t1,e1):es1) `union` ((t2,e2):es2) 

  | t1 <= t2  = (t1,e1) : es1 `union` (t2,e2):es2 

  | otherwise = (t2,e2) : (t1,e1):es1 `union` es2 

 

18.8. Behaviors 
 

 

type Behavior a = Time -> a 

 

 

bSet :: Behavior Int 

bSet = stepper 0 eNewValue 

 

stepper :: a -> Event a -> Behavior a 

stepper d evs = \t -> 

  case takeWhile (\(t',_) -> t' < t) evs of 

    [] -> d 

    xs -> snd (last xs) 

 

 

bUpdated :: Behavior Int 

bUpdated = accumB 0 eUpdater 

 

accumB :: a -> Event (a -> a) -> Event a 

accumB d evs = \t -> 

  case takeWhile (\(t', _) -> t' < t) es of 

    [] -> d 

    fs -> iter (map snd fs) d 

      where 

        iter []     x = x 

        iter (f:fs) x = iter fs (f x) 

 

18.9. Functional Reactive Programming: Example 
 

 

type Octave = Int 

data Pitch = PA | ... | PG 

data Note = Note Octave Pitch 

 

ePitch :: Event Pitch 

ePitch = (PA <$ filterE (== 'a') eKey) `union` 

         ... 

         (PG <$ filterE (== 'g') eKey) 

 

eOctaveChange :: Char -> Maybe (Octave -> Octave) 

eOctaveChange c = case c of 

                    '+' -> Just (+1) 

                    '-' -> Just (subtract 1) 

                    _   -> Nothing 
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bOctave :: Behavior Octave 

bOctave = accumB 0 (filterJust (eOctaveChange <$> eKey)) 

 

bPitch :: Behavior Pitch 

bPitch = stepper PC ePitch 

 

bNote = Note <$> bOctave <*> bPitch 

 

18.10. Task Oriented Programming: iTasks (Clean) 
 

• Tasks as central concept. 

• Domain Specific Programming Language, embedded into Clean: 

• Basic tasks: Interactive tasks (Editors), Non-interactive tasks (Lifting and Conversion), Integrated Tasks: 

web-service call, OS-call, executing applications, accessing databases. 

• Combinators for combining tasks: Define a control flow and data flow between tasks. 

• iTask library to support frequently occuring patterns. 

• Clean as a general-purpose pure functional (templating) language. 

• The resulting application is a Web Service coordinating the task to be done, clients can run on computers, 

laptops, smart phones, and so on. 

18.11. iTask Core: Task Values 
 

.6 

 

:: TaskResult a 

  = ValRes TimeStamp (Value a) 

  | E.e: ExcRes e & iTask e 

 

:: Value a 

  = NoVal 

  | Val a Stability 

 

:: Stability :== Bool 

 

.4 

 

• Task a is a typed unit of work which should deliver a value of type a. 

• While the task is in progress, its value may change over time. 

18.12. iTasks: Simple Basic Tasks 
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Lift an ordinary expression to the task domain, delivering a Stable value: 

 

return :: a -> Task a | iTask a 

 

Raise an exceptional result (ExcRes): 

 

throw :: e -> Task e | iTask e 

 

Conversion of Task Values: 

 

(@?) infixl 1 :: (Task a) ((Value) -> (Value b)) 

  -> Task b | iTask a & iTask b 

 

(@) infixl 1 :: (Task a) (a -> b) 

  -> Task b | iTask a & iTask b 

 

18.13. Editors 
 

 

import iTasks 

 

:: Person = { name :: String, gender :: Gender 

            , dateOfBirth :: Date } 

 

derive class iTask Person, Gender 

 

Start :: *World -> *World 

Start world = startEngine myTask world 

 

myTask :: Task [Person] 

myTask = enterInformation 

  "Enter personal information for multiple people" [] 

 

18.14. iTasks: Interactive Editors 
 

 

:: ViewOption a = E.v : ViewWith (a -> b) & iTask v 

 

viewInformation :: d [ViewOption a] a 

  -> Task a | descr d & iTask a 

 

:: EnterOption a = E.v : EnterWith (v -> a) & iTask v 

 

enterInformation  :: d [EnterOption a] 

  -> Task a | descr d & iTask a 

 

:: UpdateOption b = E.v : UpdateWith (a -> b) (a v -> b) & iTask v 

 

updateInformation :: d [UpdateOption a a] a 

  -> Task a | descr d & iTask a 

 

18.15. iTasks: Interactive Editors (cont'd) 
 

 

:: ChoiceType = AutoChoice 

              | ChooseFromComboBox 
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              | ChooseFromRadioButtons 

              | ChooseFromGrid 

              | ChooseFromTree 

 

:: ChoiceOption a = E.v : ChooseWith ChoiceType & iTask v 

 

enterChoice  :: d [ChoiceOption o] [o] 

  -> Task o | descr d & iTask o 

updateChoice :: d [ChoiceOption o] [o] o 

  -> Task o | descr d & iTask o 

 

:: MultiChoiceType = AutoMultiChoice 

                   | ChooseFromCheckBoxes 

 

enterMultipleChoice  :: d [MultiChoiceOption o] [o] 

  -> Task [o] | descr d & iTask o 

updateMultipleChoice :: d [MultiChoiceOption o] [o] [o] 

  -> Task [o] | descr d & iTask o 

 

18.16. iTasks: Types for Interaction 
 

 

viewInformation :: d [ViewOption a] a 

  -> Task a | descr d & iTask a 

 

class descr d where 

  initAttributes :: d -> [TaskAttribute] 

 

instance descr 

  Void, String, (String, String), (Icon, String, String), ... 

 

class iTask a | gVisualizeEditor {|*|} // Creates a form editor 

              , gVisualizeText {|*|}   // Text to HTML conversion 

              , gHeaders {|*|}         // Grid header 

              , gGridRows {|*|}        // Grid row 

              , gUpdate {|*|}          // Form update 

              , gVerify {|*|}          // Verification of values 

              , JSONDecode {|*|}       // Convert to JSON 

              , JSONEncode {|*|}       // Convert from JSON 

              , gEq {|*|}              // Compare values 

              , TC a                   // Support for Dynamics 

 

18.17. iTasks: Types for Interaction (cont'd) 
 

 

generic gVisualizeEditor a 

  | gVisualizeText a, gHeaders a, gGridRows a 

  :: (Maybe a) *VSt -> (VisualizationResult, *VSt) 

 

generic gVisualizeText a :: StaticVisualizationMode a -> [String] 

generic gUpdate a   :: (UpdateMode a) *USt -> (a, *USt) 

generic gHeaders a  :: a -> [String] 

 

generic gGridRows a 

  | gVisualizeText a 

  :: a [String] -> Maybe [String] 

 

generic gVerify a :: (Maybe a) *VerSt -> *VerSt 

generic JSONEncode t :: t -> [JSONNode] 

generic JSONDecode t :: [JSONNode] -> (Maybe t, [JSONNode]) 

generic gEq a :: a a -> Bool 

 

toDynamic   :: a -> Dynamic | TC a 

fromDynamic :: Dynamic -> a | TC a 
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18.18. iTasks: Sequential Combinator 
 

 

(>>*) infixl 1 :: (Task a) [TaskStep a b] 

  -> Task b | iTask a & iTask b 

 

:: TaskStep a b = OnAction Action (Value a -> Maybe (Task b)) 

                | OnValue         (Value a -> Maybe (Task b)) 

                | E.e : OnException (e -> Task b) & iTask e 

 

always task = const (Just task) 

 

ifValue pred task (Value v _) = if (pred v) (Just (task v)) Nothing 

ifValue _    _    _           = Nothing 

 

hasValue task (Value v _) = Just (task v) 

hasValue _    _           = Nothing 

 

ifStable task (Value v stable) = if stable (Just (task v)) Nothing 

ifStable _    _                = Nothing 

 

(>>=) infixl 1 :: (Task a) (a -> Task b) 

  -> Task b | iTask a & iTask b 

(>>=) taska taskbf = taska 

  >>* [ OnAction ActionContinue (hasValue taskbf) 

      , OnValue (ifStable taskbf) ] 

 

18.19. iTasks: Parallel Combinators 
 

 

:: ParallelTaskType = Embedded 

                    | Detached ManagementMeta 

 

:: ManagementMeta = { title          :: Maybe String 

                    , worker         :: UserConstraint 

                    , role           :: Maybe Role 

                    , startAt        :: Maybe DateTime 

                    , completeBefore :: Maybe DateTime 

                    , notifyAt       :: Maybe DateTime 

                    , priority       :: TaskPriority 

                    } 

 

parallel :: 

  d [(ParallelTaskType, (ReadOnlyShared (TaskList a)) -> Task a)] 

  -> Task [(TaskTime, TaskValue a)] | descr d & iTask a 

 

appendTask :: 

  ParallelTaskType ((ReadOnlyShared (TaskList a)) -> Task a) 

  (ReadOnlyShared (TaskList a)) -> Task TaskId | iTask a 

 

removeTask :: 

  TaskId (ReadOnlyShared (TaskList a)) -> Task Void | iTask a 

 

18.20. iTasks: Derived Parallel Combinators 
 

 

allTasks :: [Task a] -> Task [a] | iTask a 

allTasks tasks = 

  parallel Void [ (Embedded, const t) \\ t <- tasks ] @ res 

  where res vs = [ v \\ (_, Value v _) <- vs ] 

 

(-&&-) infixr 4 :: (Task a) (Task b) -> Task (a,b) 

(-&&-) taska taskb = 
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  parallel Void [ (Embedded, \_ -> taska @ Left) 

                , (Embedded, \_ -> taskb @ Right) ] @? res 

  where 

    res (Value [(_, Value (Left a) _), (_, Value (Right b) _)] s) = 

      Value (a,b) s 

    res _  = NoValue 

 

anyTask :: [Task a] -> Task a | iTask a 

anyTask tasks = 

  parallel Void [ (Embedded, const t) \\ t <- tasks ] @? res 

  where 

    res (Value l _) = hd 

      ([ v \\ (_, v =: (Value _ Stable)) <- l ] ++ 

       [ v \\ (_, v =: (Value _ _)) 

         <- sortBy (\a b -> fst a > fst b) l ] ++ [NoValue]) 

    res _ = NoValue 

 

(-||) infixl 3 :: (Task a) (Task b) -> Task a | iTask a & iTask b 

(-||) taska taskb = 

  parallel Void [ (Embedded, \_ -> taska @ Left) 

                , (Embedded, \_ -> taskb @ Right) ] @? res 

  where 

    res (Value [(_, Value (Left a) s), _] _) = Value a s 

    res _                                    = NoValue 

 

18.21. iTasks: Chat with Someone (Example) 
 

 

chat :: Task Void 

chat = get currentUser 

  >>= \me  -> 

    enterSharedChoice "Select someone to chat with:" [] users 

  >>= \you -> withShared ("", "") (duoChat you me) 

 

duoChat you me notes = 

  chat you toView fromView notes 

  -||-  (you @: chat me (toView o switch) 

        (\a v -> switch (fromView a v)) notes) 

  where 

    toView (you, me)                  = (Display you, Note me) 

    fromView _ (Display you, Note me) = (you, me) 

    switch (you, me)                  = (me, you) 

 

chat who toV fromV notes = 

  updateSharedInformation ("Chat with " <+++ who) 

    [UpdateWith toV fromV] notes 

  >>* [OnAction (Action "Stop") always (return Void)] 

 

18.22. iTasks: Task Internals 
 

 

:: Event = RefreshEvent | EditEvent TaskNo Dynamic 

         | ActionEvent TaskNo Action 

 

:: Response = EditorResponse EditorResponse 

            | ActionResponse ActionResponse 

 

:: EditorResponse = { description :: String 

                    , editValue   :: (LocalVal, SharedVal) 

                    , editing     :: EditMode } 

 

:: ActionResponse :== [(Action, Bool)] 

:: Action = Action String | ActionOk | ActionCancel | ... 

 

:: Task a :== Event *State 
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              -> *((Reduct a, [(TaskNo, Response)]), *State) 

 

:: Reduct a = Reduct (TaskResult a) (Task a) 

 

:: *State = { taskNo    :: TaskNo        // Highest unassigned number 

            , timeStamp :: TimeStamp     // Current timestamp 

            , mem       :: [SharedValue] // Shared memory 

            , world     :: *World        // Input/Output } 

 

18.23. iTasks: Task Rewriting 
 

 

evaluateTask :: (Task a) *World -> *(Maybe a, *World) | iTask a 

evaluateTask task world 

# st       = { taskNo = 0, timeStamp = 0, mem = [], world = world } 

# (ma, st) = rewrite task st 

= (ma, st.world) 

 

rewrite :: (Task a) *State -> *(Maybe a, *State) | iTask a 

rewrite task st 

# (ev, nworld) = getNextEvent st.world 

# (t, nworld)  = getCurrentTime nworld 

# ((Reduct result ntask, responses), st) = 

  task ev { st & timeStamp = t, world = nworld } 

= case result of 

  ValRes _ (Val a Stable) -> (Just a, st) 

  ExcRes _                -> (Nothing, st) 

  _                       -> 

    rewrite ntask { st & world = informClients responses st.world } 

 

18.24. iTasks: Task Rewriting (cont'd) 
 

 

throw :: e -> Task e | iTask e 

throw e ev st = ((Reduct (ExcRes e) (throw e), []), st) 

 

return :: a -> Task a 

return va ev st =: { timeStamp = t } = stable t va ev st 

  where 

    stable t va _ st = 

      ( Reduct (ValRes t (Val va Stable)) (stable t va) 

      , [], st) 

 

(@?) infixl 1 :: (Task a) ((Value a) -> Value b) 

  -> Task b | iTask a & iTask b 

(@?) task conv ev t = 

  case (task ev st) of 

    (Reduct (ValRes t aval) ntask, rsp, nst) 

      -> case (conv aval) of 

           Val b Stable -> return b ev nst 

           bval         -> 

             ((Reduct (ValRes t bval) (ntask @? conv), rsp), nst) 

    (Reduct (ExcRes e) _, _, nst) 

      -> throw e ev nst 

 

19. 19 Embedded Domain-Specific Languages 

 

19.1. Introduction 
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Domain-specific language (DSL) or "little language": 

"A computer programming language of limited expressivenes focussed on a particular domain." - Martin 

Fowler, Domain-Specific Language, 2011 

For example: 4GL languages, SQL, UNIX tools: shell, regular expressions, lex(1), and yacc(1). 

• Common domain-specific concepts can be made easier, more direct and consistent to express. 

• Things outside the domain may be difficult to write, though. 

• May not be Turing-complete. 

19.2. Implementing Domain-Specific Languages 
 

Two approaches to implement DSLs: 

• Standalone: Custom syntax, standard compilation techniques are used to translate DSL programs into general-

purpose-language programs for execution. 

• The syntax can be designed specifically for the intended users. 

• Separate parser, compiler, interactive development environment. 

• Redundant and tedious to implement. 

• Embedded: Expressed through a (general-purpose) host language, as a library of definitions. 

19.3. Implementing Domain-Specific Languages (cont'd) 
 

Two approaches to implement DSLs: 

• Standalone: Custom syntax, standard compilation techniques are used to translate DSL programs into general-

purpose-language programs for execution. 

• Embedded: Expressed through a (general-purpose) host language, as a library of definitions. 

• All existing infrastructure of the host can be utilized, including the syntactic conventions. 

• The syntax may be clumsy if the host syntax is rigid. 

• Difficult to preserve the boundary between the DSL and the host. 

• Error messages may be unhelpful. 

19.4. Embedding Domain-Specific Languages 
 

Functional languages are well-suited for embedding: 

• Higher-order functions. 

• Lazy evaluation. 

• Rich type system, type inference. 

Two main approaches to embed DSLs: 

• Deep Embedding: Terms in the DSL are implemented to construct an abstract syntax tree (AST). The AST is 

then: 
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• Transformed for optimization. 

• Traversed for evaluation. 

• Shallow Embedding: Terms in the DSL are implemented directly as the values to which they evaluate, no 

associated AST and traversal. 

19.5. A Very Simple DSL 
 

Let us consider a DSL for finite sets of integers. 

 

type IntegerSet 

 

empty  :: IntegerSet 

insert :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

delete :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

member :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> Bool 

 

And consider the following expression. 

 

member 3 (insert 1 (delete 3 (insert 2 (insert 3 empty)))) 

 

19.6. A Very Simple DSL: As Library 
 

Implementing integer sets as a library, a collection of types and related functions. 

 

type IntegerSet = [Integer] 

 

empty  :: IntegerSet 

empty = [] 

 

insert :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

insert = (:) 

 

delete :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

delete x = filter (/= x) 

 

member :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> Bool 

member x = any (== x) 

 

3 `member` (1 `insert` (3 `delete` (2 `insert` (3 `insert` empty)))) 

 

Remark. No encapsulation of data representation. 

19.7. A Very Simple DSL: As Module 
 

 

module SetModule (Set, runSet, insert, delete, member) where 

import Control.Monad.State 

 

type IntegerSet = [Integer] 

 

newtype Set a = S { runS :: State IntegerSet a } 

  deriving Monad 

 

runSet :: Set a -> a 

runSet = flip evalState [] . runS 
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insert :: Integer -> Set () 

insert x = S $ modify (x:) 

 

delete :: Integer -> Set () 

delete x = S $ modify (filter (/= x)) 

 

member :: Integer -> Set Bool 

member x = S $ get >>= return . any (== x) 

 

runSet $ do { insert 3; insert 2; delete 3; insert 1; member 3 } 

 

19.8. A Very Simple DSL: As Abstract Datatype 
 

 

module SetADT (IntegerSet, empty, insert, delete, member) where 

 

newtype IntegerSet = IS { unIS :: [Integer] } 

 

empty :: IntegerSet 

empty = IS [] 

 

insert :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

insert x = IS . (x:) . unIS 

 

delete :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

delete x = IS . filter (== x) . unIS 

 

member :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> Bool 

member x = any (== x) . unIS 

 

3 `member` (1 `insert` (3 `delete` (2 `insert` (3 `insert` empty)))) 

 

Remark. Purely functional style: no monad, always new sets are constructed. 

19.9. A Very Simple DSL: Deep Embedding 
 

 

module SetDeep (IntegerSet (Empty,Insert,Delete), member) where 

 

data IntegerSet :: * where 

  Empty  :: IntegerSet 

  Insert :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

  Delete :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

 

member :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> Bool 

_ `member` Empty           = False 

x `member` (y `Insert` ys) = (x == y) || x `member` ys 

x `member` (y `Delete` ys) = (x /= y) && x `member` ys 

 

3 `member` (1 `Insert` (3 `Delete` (2 `Insert` (3 `Insert` Empty)))) 

 

19.10. A Very Simple DSL: Shallow Embedding 
 

 

module SetShallow (IntegerSet, empty, insert, delete, member) where 

 

newtype IntegerSet = IS (Integer -> Bool) 

 

empty :: IntegerSet 

empty = IS $ \y -> False 
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insert :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

x `insert` (IS f) = IS $ \y -> (x == y) || f y 

 

delete :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> IntegerSet 

x `delete` (IS f) = IS $ \y -> (x /= y) && f y 

 

member :: Integer -> IntegerSet -> Bool 

x `member` (IS f) = f x 

 

3 `member` (1 `insert` (3 `delete` (2 `insert` (3 `insert` empty)))) 

 

19.11. A Very Simple DSL: Relation of Embeddings 
 

Deep embedding: the most abstract implementation. 

• Easy to add new observers, difficult to add new operators. 

Shallow embedding: the most concrete implementation. 

• Difficult to add new observers, easy to add new operators. 

 

elements :: SetDeep.IntegerSet -> SetADT.IntegerSet 

elements Empty           = SetADT.empty 

elements (x `Insert` xs) = x `SetADT.insert` (elements xs) 

elements (x `Delete` xs) = x `SetADT.delete` (elements xs) 

 

membership :: SetADT.IntegerSet -> SetShallow.IntegerSet 

membership xs = SetShallow.IS $ \x -> any (== x) (SetADT.unIS xs) 

 

Shallow embedding arises by deforesting the AST of the deep embedding. 

19.12. Functional Perks: Algebraic Datatypes 
 

Algebraic datatypes are convenient for manipulating abstract syntax trees of deeply embedded languages: 

• Operations and observers can be implemented as recursive functions, inductively defined over the structure. 

• Optimizations and transformations can be implemented as rearrangements. 

• Very useful marshalling format for integration, parsed from text and pretty-printed back to text. 

19.13. Functional Perks: Algebraic Datatypes (Example) 
 

 

-- "Untyped" representation. 

data Expr :: * where 

  ValI :: Integer -> Expr 

  ValB :: Bool -> Expr 

  Add  :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  And  :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  Eq   :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  If   :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

 

-- Partial function. 

eval :: Expr -> Either Integer Bool 

eval (ValI n)    = Left n 

eval (ValB b)    = Right b 

eval (x `Add` y) = case (eval x, eval y) of 

  (Left m , Left n)  -> Left (m + n) 
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eval (x `And` y) = case (eval x, eval y) of 

  (Right a, Right b) -> Right (a && b) 

eval (x `Eq` y)  = case (eval x, eval y) of 

  (Left m , Left n)  -> Right (m == n) 

  (Right m, Right n) -> Right (m == n) 

eval (If x y z)  = case (eval x) of 

  Right b -> if b then (eval y) else (eval z) 

 

19.14. Functional Perks: Algebraic Datatypes (Example) 
 

 

-- Typed representation. 

data Expr :: * -> * where 

  ValI :: Integer -> Expr Integer 

  ValB :: Bool -> Expr Bool 

  Add  :: Expr Integer -> Expr Integer -> Expr Integer 

  And  :: Expr Bool -> Expr Bool -> Expr Bool 

  Eq   :: (Eq a) => Expr a -> Expr a -> Expr Bool 

  If   :: (Eq a) => Expr Bool -> Expr a -> Expr a -> Expr a 

 

-- Total function. 

eval :: (Eq a) => Expr a -> a 

eval (ValI n)    = n 

eval (ValB b)    = b 

eval (x `Add` y) = (eval x) + (eval y) 

eval (x `And` y) = (eval x) && (eval y) 

eval (x `Eq`  y) = (eval x) == (eval y) 

eval (If x y z)  = if (eval x) then (eval y) else (eval z) 

 

19.15. Functional Perks: Higher-Order Functions 
 

Shallow embedding depends on higher-order functions, or functions as first-class citizens of the host. 

 

type Identifier = String 

type Env = [(Identifier, Integer)] 

type Expr = Env -> Integer 

 

val  :: Integer -> Expr 

var  :: Identifier -> Expr 

bnd  :: (Identifier, Expr) -> Expr -> Expr 

add  :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

eval :: Expr -> Env -> Integer 

 

(bnd ("x", val 3) (add (var "x") (var "x"))) [] 

 

19.16. Functional Perks: Higher-Order Functions (Example) 
 

 

type Identifier = String 

type Env = [(Identifier, Integer)] 

type Expr = Env -> Integer 

 

val :: Integer -> Expr 

val i = \_ -> i 

 

var :: Identifier -> Expr 

var n = fromJust . lookup n 

 

bnd :: (Identifier, Expr) -> Expr -> Expr 

bnd (n,x1) x2 = \e -> x2 ((n,x1 e):e) 
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add :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

add x1 x2 = \e -> (x1 e) + (x2 e) 

 

eval :: Expr -> Env -> Integer 

eval = id 

 

(bnd ("x", val 3) (add (var "x") (var "x"))) [] 

 

19.17. Functional Perks: Lazy Evaluation 
 

Lazy evaluation: 

• Demand-driven, function arguments are not evaluated until their values is needed - or not evaluated if not 

used anywhere; c.f. shallow embeddings with multiple observers. 

• Once an argument is evaluated, that value is preserved and reused. 

• Infinite data structures work as well as finite ones - can be used for domain of interpretation. 

• Sometimes it can lead to simpler programs. 

19.18. Functional Perks: Lazy Evaluation (Example) 
 

 

 

type Door 

 

initial  :: Door 

react    :: Door -> Event -> Door 

isLocked :: Door -> Bool 

 

19.19. Functional Perks: Lazy Evaluation (Example) 
 

 

data State = Opened | Closed | Locked deriving (Eq,Enum) 

data Event = Open | Close | Lock | Unlock deriving (Eq,Enum) 

 

type Door = State 

 

initial :: Door 

initial = Opened 

 

react :: Door -> Event -> Door 

react s e = case (s,e) of 

  (Closed,Open)   -> Opened 

  (Opened,Close)  -> Closed 

  (Closed,Lock)   -> Locked 

  (Locked,Unlock) -> Closed 

  _               -> s 

 

isLocked :: Door -> Bool 

isLocked Locked = True 
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isLocked _      = False 

 

19.20. Functional Perks: Lazy Evaluation (Example) 
 

 

data Tree = Node State (Event -> Tree) 

type Door = Tree 

 

initial :: Door 

initial = fetch trees Opened where 

  trees         = map construct [Opened .. Locked] 

  construct s   = Node s (fetch trees . f s) 

  fetch trees s = trees !! fromEnum s 

 

  f s e = case (s,e) of 

    (Closed,Open)   -> Opened 

    (Opened,Close)  -> Closed 

    (Closed,Lock)   -> Locked 

    (Locked,Unlock) -> Closed 

    _               -> s 

 

react :: Door -> Event -> Door 

react (Node _ f) = f 

 

isLocked :: Door -> Bool 

isLocked (Node Locked _) = True 

isLocked _               = False 

 

20. 20 Exercises 

 

20.1. Days of Week 
 

Define an algebraic type called Day to represent days of week. 

 

Day :: * 

Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun :: Day 

 

20.2. Textual Representation of Days 
 

Define a function called dayToString which returns textual representation of elements of the Day type. 

Type: 

 

dayToString :: Day -> String 

 

Tests: 

 

dayToString Mon  ==  "Monday" 

dayToString Fri  ==  "Friday" 

 

20.3. Days of Weekend 
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Determine if a value of type Day is a day of weekend or not. 

Type: 

 

isWeekend :: Day -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

isWeekend Sat 

not (isWeekend Fri) 

 

20.4. Three-Value Answers 
 

Define the data type Answer that represents three possible answers: yes, no or unknown. 

 

Answer :: * 

Yes, No, Unknown :: Answer 

 

20.5. "And" Operation on Answers 
 

Define logical conjuction over elements of the previously defined Answer type. 

Type: 

 

infixr 3 &&& 

(&&&) :: Answer -> Answer -> Answer 

 

Tests: 

 

No      &&& Yes      ==  No 

No      &&& Unknown  ==  No 

Unknown &&& Yes      ==  Unknown 

Yes     &&& Yes      ==  Yes 

 

20.6. "Or" Operation on Answers 
 

Define logical disjunction over elements of the Answer type. 

Type: 

 

infixr 3 ||| 

(|||) :: Answer -> Answer -> Answer 

 

Tests: 

 

No      ||| Yes      ==  Yes 
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No      ||| Unknown  ==  Unknown 

Unknown ||| Yes      ==  Yes 

Yes     &&& Yes      ==  Yes 

 

20.7. Representing Mathematical Vectors 
 

Using the record syntax, define the Vector that represents two-dimensional mathematical vectors. 

The following functions should be created as well. 

 

vx :: Vector -> Double  -- x coordinate. 

vy :: Vector -> Double  -- y coordinate. 

 

20.8. Null Vector 
 

Define the null vector as a constant of the Vector type. 

Type: 

 

nullVector :: Vector 

 

Tests: 

 

nullVector  ==  Vector 0 0 

 

20.9. Equality of Vectors 
 

Define equality on elements of type Vector. 

Type: 

 

vectorEq :: Vector -> Vector -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

(Vector 0 0) `vectorEq` nullVector 

not ((Vector (-1) 2) `vectorEq` nullVector) 

 

20.10. Addition of Vectors 
 

Define addition over elements of the Vector type. 

Type: 

 

vectorAdd :: Vector -> Vector -> Vector 
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Tests: 

 

(Vector 1 (-3)) `vectorAdd` (Vector (-2) 4) 

  ==  Vector (-1) 1 

vx ((Vector (-1) 1) `vectorAdd` (Vector 4 2)) 

  ==  3 

 

20.11. Scalar Multiplication 
 

Define the scalar multiplication operation for Vectors. 

Type: 

 

scalarMult :: Double -> Vector -> Vector 

 

Tests: 

 

42 `scalarMult` (Vector (-2) 4)   ==  Vector (-84) 168 

vx (3 `scalarMult` (Vector 4 2))  ==  12 

 

20.12. Inner Product 
 

Define the inner product operation for Vector-type elements. 

Type: 

 

innerProduct :: Vector -> Vector -> Double 

 

Tests: 

 

(Vector 1 (-3)) `innerProduct` (Vector (-2) 4) 

  ==  -14 

(Vector (-1) 1) `innerProduct` (Vector 4 2) 

  ==  -2 

 

20.13. Length of Vectors 
 

Create a function that calculates the length of a two-dimensional vector represented as a Vector-type value. 

Type: 

 

vectorLength :: Vector -> Double 

 

Tests: 

 

abs (vectorLength (Vector 4 2) - 4.472) < 0.001 
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20.14. Optional Values: the Maybe Type 
 

Define the Maybe type which is used to represent optionality for values returned by functions. 

 

Maybe :: * -> * 

 

Nothing :: Maybe a 

Just    :: a -> Maybe a 

 

20.15. Is It an Actual Value? 
 

Write a function that can be used to test whether a Maybe value represents an actual value. 

Type: 

 

isJust :: Maybe a -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

isJust (Just 1) 

not (isJust Nothing) 

 

20.16. Is It Nothing? 
 

Write a function to tell whether a Maybe value contains no actual value. 

Type: 

 

isNothing :: Maybe a -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

isNothing Nothing 

not (isNothing (Just 'a')) 

 

20.17. Find Element by Predicate 
 

Define a function to find an element in a list specified by a predicate. 

Type: 

 

find :: (a -> Bool) -> [a] -> Maybe a 

 

Tests: 

 

find (> 10) [1..5]  ==  Nothing 
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find even   [1..5]  ==  Just 2 

 

20.18. Find Element by Key 
 

Define a function to find an element in a list by its key. The list contains key-value pairs represented as Haskell 

pairs. 

Type: 

 

lookup :: Eq a => a -> [(a,b)] -> Maybe b 

 

Tests: 

 

lookup 'h' (['a'..'z'] `zip` [0..]) 

  ==  Just 7 

lookup 42  [(41,"Nothing"),(40,"Nada")] 

  ==  Nothing 

 

20.19. Optional Application 
 

Write a function that applies a function on a Maybe value if it has an actual value, otherwise return a "default" 

specified as an argument. 

Type: 

 

maybe :: b -> (a -> b) -> Maybe a -> b 

 

Tests: 

 

maybe 0 (+1) (Just 1)  ==  2 

maybe 0 (+1) Nothing   ==  0 

 

20.20. Converting a Maybe Value To List 
 

Define a function to map Maybe values to lists. 

Type: 

 

maybeToList :: Maybe a -> [a] 

 

Tests: 

 

maybeToList (Just 'x')  ==  ['x'] 

maybeToList Nothing     ==  [] 

 

20.21. Concatenating Maybe Values to List 
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Define a function to map a list of Maybe values to list, where only elements with actual values are kept. 

Type: 

 

catMaybes :: [Maybe a] -> [a] 

 

Tests: 

 

catMaybes [] 

  ==  [] 

catMaybes [Just "this", Nothing, Just "that"] 

  == [Just "this", Just "that"] 

 

20.22. Converting List to Maybe Value 
 

Define a function to map lists to Maybe values. 

Type: 

 

listToMaybe :: [a] -> Maybe a 

 

Tests: 

 

listToMaybe []   ==  Nothing 

listToMaybe "a"  ==  Just 'a' 

 

20.23. Mapping Maybe Values 
 

Write a function that maps a list by using a Maybe-value function. A given element from the source is added to 

the destination list only if the mapping function returns an actual value. 

Type: 

 

mapMaybe :: (a -> Maybe b) -> [a] -> [b] 

 

Tests: 

 

mapMaybe (\x -> Just (x + 1)) [1..5]  ==  [2..6] 

mapMaybe 

  (\x -> if (even x) then Just x else Nothing) 

  [1..5]  ==  [2,4] 

 

20.24. Union of Types 
 

Define the Either type as a way to describe the union of two independent types. 

 

Either :: * -> * -> * 

 

Left   :: a -> Either a b 
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Right  :: b -> Either a b 

 

20.25. Function Application on Unified Types 
 

Create a function that works with two functions and an Either type, and applies them depending on the type 

wrapped inside. 

Type: 

 

either :: (a -> c) -> (b -> c) 

  -> Either a b c -> c 

 

Tests: 

 

either (+1) length (Left 1)       ==  2 

either (+1) length (Right [1,2])  ==  2 

 

20.26. Filtering Elements of Type a 
 

Create a function to collect values of type a from a list of Either a b values. 

Type: 

 

lefts :: [Either a b] -> [a] 

 

Tests: 

 

lefts [Left 1, Right 'x', Left 10] 

  ==  [Left 1, Left 10] 

lefts [Right "now", Right "here"] 

  ==  [] 

 

20.27. Filtering Elements of Type b 
 

Write a function to collect values of type b from a list of Either a b values. 

Type: 

 

rights :: [Either a b] -> [b] 

 

Tests: 

 

rights [Left 1, Right 'x', Left 10] 

  ==  [Right 'x'] 

rights [Right "now", Right "here"] 

  ==  [Right "now", Right "here"] 
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20.28. Partitioning Elements by Types 
 

Define a function to split a list of Either a b values into lists by their types. 

Type: 

 

partitionEithers :: [Either a b] -> ([a],[b]) 

 

Tests: 

 

partitionEithers [Left 1, Right 'x', Left 10] 

  ==  ([Left 1, Left 10], [Right 'x']) 

partitionEithersrights [Right "now", Right "here"] 

  ==  ([], [Right "now", Right "here"]) 

 

20.29. Integer Expressions 
 

Define a type to represent integer expressions: integer literal, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

 

Expression :: * 

 

Number :: Integer -> Expression 

Add    :: Expression Expression -> Expression 

Minus  :: Expression Expression -> Expression 

Mult   :: Expression Expression -> Expression 

Div    :: Expression Expression -> Expression 

 

20.30. Integer Expressions (Constant) 
 

Define the following integer expression as an Expression value. 

(3 - (8 * 1)) + (9 / 2) 

20.31. Evaluating Integer Expressions 
 

Write a function to evaluate integer expression represented as values of type Expression. 

Type: 

 

eval :: Expression -> Integer 

 

Tests: 

 

eval (Number 10)                  ==  10 

eval (Div (Number 4) (Number 2))  ==  2 

eval (Add (Minus (Number 1) (Number 2)) 

  (Mult (Number 3) (Number 4)))   ==  11 

 

20.32. Rendering Integer Expressions Infix 
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Write a function to display values of type Expression in infix notation. 

Type: 

 

renderInfix :: Expression -> String 

 

Tests: 

 

renderInfix (Number 10) 

  ==  "10" 

renderInfix (Div (Number 4) (Number 2)) 

  ==  "(4 / 2)" 

renderInfix (Add (Minus (Number 1) (Number 2)) 

  (Mult (Number 3) (Number 4))) 

  ==  "((1 - 2) + (3 * 4))" 

 

20.33. Rendering Integer Expressions Postfix 
 

Write a function to display integer expressions in postfix notation. 

Type: 

 

renderPostfix :: Expression -> String 

 

Tests: 

 

renderPostfix (Number 10) 

  ==  "10" 

renderPostfix (Div (Number 4) (Number 2)) 

  ==  "4 2 /" 

renderPostfix (Add (Minus (Number 1) (Number 2)) 

  (Mult (Number 3) (Number 4))) 

  ==  "1 2 - 3 4 * +" 

 

20.34. Natural Numbers 
 

Define natural numbers as an algebraic data type using the Peano axioms. 

 

Nat :: * 

 

Zero :: Nat 

Succ :: Nat -> Nat 

 

20.35. Natural Numbers (Constant) 
 

Define the following constants of type Nat. 

 

one :: Nat 
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two :: Nat 

 

20.36. Addition of Natural Numbers 
 

Define addition for numbers represented as Nat values. 

Type: 

 

add :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat 

 

Tests: 

 

add Zero (Succ Zero) 

  ==  Succ Zero 

add (Succ (Succ Zero)) (Succ Zero) 

  ==  (Succ (Succ (Succ Zero)) 

 

20.37. Multiplication of Natural Numbers 
 

Define multiplication for numbers represented as Nat values. 

Type: 

 

mul :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat 

 

Tests: 

 

mul Zero (Succ Zero) 

  ==  Zero 

mul (Succ (Succ Zero)) (Succ Zero) 

  ==  (Succ (Succ Zero) 

 

20.38. Algebraic Definition of a List 
 

Define a parameteric, recursive algebraic type called List to represent a linked list. 

 

List :: * -> * 

 

Nil  :: List a 

Cons :: a -> List a -> List a 

 

Further helper functions: 

 

infixr 2 |: 

(|:)  :: a -> List a -> List a 

 

empty :: List a 

list  :: a -> List a 
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20.39. Textual Representation of a List 
 

Define a function that translates a value of type List a to a String. 

Type: 

 

listToString :: Show a => List a -> String 

 

Tests: 

 

listToString empty               ==  "[]" 

listToString (1 |: 2 |: list 3)  ==  "1:2:[3]" 

 

20.40. Concatenation Lists 
 

Define the concatenation for values of type List. 

Type: 

 

infixr 5 |++ 

(|++) :: List a -> List a -> List a 

 

Tests: 

 

listToString ((1 |: 2 |: list 3) 

  |++ (4 |: 5 |: list 6)) == 

  "1:2:3:4:5:[6]" 

 

20.41. Length of a List 
 

Define a function for calculating the length of a List. (Length of a list: number of elements stored in a list.) 

Type: 

 

lengthList :: List a -> Int 

 

Tests: 

 

lengthList empty               ==  0 

lengthList (1 |: 2 |: list 3)  ==  3 

 

20.42. Equivalence of Lists 
 

Define equivalence for values of type List. Two Lists are considered equal if both of them contain the same 

values in the same order. 

Type: 
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infix 4 `eqList` 

eqList :: Eq a => List a -> List a -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

not (empty `eqList` (1 |: list 2)) 

not ((1 |: list 2) `eqList` (2 |: list 1)) 

not ((list 1) `eqList` (1 |: list 1)) 

(1 |: 2 |: list 3) `eqList` (list 1 |++ (2 |: list 3)) 

 

20.43. Map Elements of a List 
 

Define a higher-order function that maps a value of type List a to another value of type List b by a function of 

type a -> b. That is, the function shall apply its function parameter to all of the elements in the input list to 

produce an output list. 

Type: 

 

mapList :: (a -> b) -> List a -> List b 

 

Tests: 

 

mapList id empty           `eqList` empty 

mapList (+1) (1 |: list 2) `eqList` (2 |: list 3) 

 

20.44. Fold a List 
 

Define a higher-order function that folds elements of a List into a single value of type b, using a function and an 

accumulator. 

Type: 

 

foldList :: (a -> b -> b) -> b -> List a -> b 

 

Tests: 

 

foldList (+) 0 (1 |: 2 |: list 3)  ==  6 

 

20.45. Algebraic Definition of a Tree 
 

Define a parameteric, recursive algebraic type called Tree to represent a binary tree, with elements in the 

branches. 

 

Tree :: * -> * 

 

Leaf :: Tree a 

Node :: a -> Tree a -> Tree a -> Tree a 
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Further helper functions: 

 

empty    :: Tree a 

leafNode :: a -> Tree a 

 

20.46. Textual Representation of a Tree 
 

Define a function that translates a value of type Tree a to a String. 

Type: 

 

treeToString :: (Show a) => Tree a -> String 

 

Tests: 

 

treeToString empty        == "" 

treeToString (leafNode 1) == "(Leaf) 1 (Leaf)" 

 

20.47. Equivalence of Trees 
 

Define equivalence for values of type Tree. Two Trees are considered equal if both of them contain the same 

values in the same layout. 

Type: 

 

eqTree :: Eq a => Tree a -> Tree a -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

empty `eqTree` empty 

not ((Node 2 (leafNode 1) (leafNode 3)) `eqTree` 

  (Node 2 (leafNode 3) (leafNode 1))) 

 

20.48. Depth of a Tree 
 

Define a function that calculates the depth of a Tree-type value. (Depth of the binary tree is the length of the 

path from the root to the deepest node in the tree.) 

Type: 

 

depthTree :: Tree a -> Int 

 

Tests: 

 

depthTree empty  ==  0 

depthTree (leafNode 1)  ==  1 

depthTree (Node 2 (leafNode 2) (leafNode 3)) 
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  ==  2 

 

20.49. Count Elements in a Tree 
 

Define a function that returns the number of elements stored in a Tree. 

Type: 

 

countTree :: Tree a -> Int 

 

Tests: 

 

countTree empty  ==  0 

countTree (leafNode 1)  ==  1 

countTree (Node 1 empty (Node 2 (leafNode 3) empty) 

  ==  3 

 

20.50. Map Tree Elements 
 

Define a higher-order function that maps elements of a Tree a to a Tree b by a user-defined function of type a -> 

b. That is, applies its function parameter to all elements of the Tree parameter. 

Type: 

 

mapTree :: (a -> b) -> Tree a -> Tree b 

 

Tests: 

 

mapTree id empty `eqTree` empty 

mapTree (+1) (Node 2 (leafNode 1) empty) `eqTree` 

  (Node 3 (leadNode 2) empty) 

 

20.51. List to Tree, Tree to List Conversions 
 

Define functions for conversion between the List and Tree types, and vice versa. Try to create balanced trees, 

that is, tree with subtrees of about the same height (depth). 

Types: 

 

listToTree :: List a -> Tree a 

treeToList :: Tree a -> List a 

 

Tests: 

 

(treeToList . listToTree) l  ==  l 

(listToTree . treeToList) t  ==  t 
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20.52. Insert Element into a Tree 
 

Define a function that inserts an element of (some ordered) type a into a Tree a. Note that this operation creates 

a new Tree a by retaining the original instance, and keeps the ordering of elements. 

Type: 

 

insertTree :: Ord a => a -> Tree a -> Tree a 

 

Tests: 

 

insertTree 1 empty `eqTree` (leafNode 1) 

insertTree 1 (leafNode 2) `eqTree` 

  (Node 1 empty (leafNode 2)) 

 

20.53. Fold a Tree 
 

Define a higher-order function that folds the elements in a Tree into a single value, using an accumulator. That 

is, the function walks all the elements in its tree argument and passes each to its function, together with the 

accumulator. 

Type: 

 

foldTree :: (a -> b -> b) -> b -> Tree a -> b 

 

Tests: 

 

foldTree (+) 0 empty  ==  0 

foldTree (+) 0 (Node 2 (leafNode 1) (leafNode 3) 

  ==  6 

 

Using this definition, define a function that creates a sorted Tree from a List. 

 

listToTreeSorted :: Ord a => List a -> Tree a 

 

20.54. Search Element in a Tree 
 

Define a function to determine if an element of type a is in a Tree a. 

Type: 

 

searchTree :: Ord a => a -> Tree a -> Bool 

 

Tests: 

 

not (searchTree 1 empty) 

not (searchTree 1 (leafNode 2)) 
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searchTree 1 (Node 2 (leafNode 1) (leafNode 3)) 

 

20.55. Count Occurences of an Element in a Tree 
 

Define a function that counts all the occurences of an element of type a in a Tree a. It should return zero, if the 

element is not present in the tree. 

Type: 

 

countElemInTree :: Eq a => a -> Tree a -> Int 

 

Tests: 

 

countElemInTree 1 empty                               ==  0 

countElemInTree 1 (leafNode 1)                        ==  1 

countElemInTree 1 (Node 2 (leafNode 1) (leafNode 3))  ==  1 

 

Hint. Give the definition as a combination of mapping and folding. 

20.56. Rational Numbers: Num Operations 
 

Consider the following algebraic data type for representing rational numbers: 

 

data Q = Q 

  { nominator   :: Integer 

  , denominator :: Integer } 

 

Make this type the instance of the Num type class: 

 

class Num a where 

  (+), (-), (*) :: a -> a -> a 

  negate        :: a -> a 

  abs           :: a -> a 

  signum        :: a -> a 

  fromInteger   :: Integer -> a 

 

20.57. Rational Numbers: Show Operations 
 

Consider the following algebraic data for representing rational numbers: 

 

data Q = Q 

  { nominator   :: Integer 

  , denominator :: Integer } 

 

Make this type the instance of the Show type class: 

 

type ShowS = String -> String 

 

class Show a where 

  showsPrec :: Int -> a -> ShowS 
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  show      :: a   -> String 

  showList  :: [a] -> ShowS 

 

20.58. Rational Numbers: Read Operations 
 

Consider the following algebraic data for representing rational numbers: 

 

data Q = Q 

  { nominator   :: Integer 

  , denominator :: Integer } 

 

Make this type the instance of the Read type class: 

 

type ReadS a = String -> [(a,String)] 

 

class Read a where 

  readsPrec    :: Int -> ReadS a 

  readList     :: ReadS [a] 

  readPrec     :: ReadPrec a 

  readListPrec :: ReadPrec [a] 

 

20.59. Rational Numbers: Eq Operations 
 

Consider the following algebraic data for representing rational numbers: 

 

data Q = Q 

  { nominator   :: Integer 

  , denominator :: Integer } 

 

Make this type the instance of the Eq type class: 

 

class Eq a where 

  (==), (/=) :: a -> a -> Bool 

 

20.60. Rational Numbers: Ord Operations 
 

Consider the following algebraic data for representing rational numbers: 

 

data Q = Q 

  { nominator   :: Integer 

  , denominator :: Integer } 

 

Make this type the instance of the Ord type class: 

 

data Ordering = EQ | LT | GT 

 

class Eq a => Ord a where 

  compare              :: a -> a -> Ordering 

  (<), (<=), (>), (>=) :: a -> a -> Bool 
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  min, max             :: a -> a -> a 

 

20.61. Modelling JSON: Derived Instances 
 

Consider a algebraic data type that models the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON): 

 

data JValue 

  = JString String 

  | JNumber Double 

  | JBool Bool 

  | JNull 

  | JObject [(String, JValue)] 

  | JArray [JValue] 

 

Derive instances for the Eq, Ord, and Show type classes. 

20.62. Modelling JSON: A JSON Type Class 
 

Define a type class for conversion between JValue (JSON values) and other types. It should contain the 

following functions: 

 

toJValue   :: (JSON a) => a -> JValue 

fromJValue :: (JSON a) => JValue -> Maybe a 

 

20.63. Modelling JSON: JSON Instances 
 

Define instances for the JSON class for the following types: 

• String, Integer, Bool. 

• [(String,JValue)], [JValue]. 

Hint. Be careful with the overlapping instances. Try to solve the problem without using the OverlappingInstaces 

language extension. 

20.64. Dynamic Dispatch via Existential Type 
 

Implement the following object-oriented (Java) interface and classes as a type class and its instances, in 

combination with application of existential types: 

 

interface Shape { 

  public abstract double perimeter(); 

  public abstract double area(); 

  public abstract String toString(); 

} 

 

class Circle implements Shape { ... } 

class Rectangle implements Shape { ... } 

class Square implements Shape { ... } 

 

20.65. Greeting (Clean) 
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Define an input/output function that reads a line from the standard input as a string, and prints a greeting to the 

standard output with the contents of the line as a name. 

 

greet :: *World -> *World 

 

Alternative version. Read the name from a file instead. 

 

greetFromConsole :: String *World -> *World 

 

20.66. Reading a List from a File (Clean) 
 

Define an input/output function that takes a list and writes the contents to a file, specified as parameter by its file 

path. 

 

listToFile :: (List a) String *World 

  -> *World | toString a 

 

Reminder. Algebraic definition of a list. 

 

:: List a = Cons a (List a) | Empty 

 

Define the inverse of the function above: an input/output function that reads contents of a list from a file, 

specified by the file path. 

 

listFromFile :: String *World 

  -> [a] | fromString a 

 

20.67. Copying Text Files (Clean) 
 

Define an input/output function that implements copying of text files. 

 

copyTextFile :: *World -> *World 

 

Hint. Using the appFiles function, the solution can be reduced to the implementation of the following function, 

which takes the filenames of the source and the destination files. 

 

copyFileHelper :: String String *Files -> *Files 

 

20.68. Definition of Dynamic Values (Clean) 
 

Define a list of the Dynamic type that contains elements of different types. 

 

dynamicList :: Dynamic 

 

Wrap a binary tree as a dynamic value. 
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dynamicTree :: Dynamic 

 

Reminder. Definition of a binary tree: 

 

:: Tree a = Node a (Tree a) (Tree a) | Leaf 

 

20.69. Counting Elements of a Dynamic Value (Clean) 
 

Define a function that takes a Dynamic value and counts the number of the contained elements. The method of 

counting depends on the actual type wrapped inside Dynamic. 

 

count :: Dynamic -> Int 

 

For wrapped primitive types, the return value should be 1. 

20.70. Looking Up a Value by Type (Clean) 
 

Define a function that looks up the first Dynamic value in a list of Dynamic values by its type. If no such value 

is found, return Nothing. 

 

lookupByType :: [Dynamic] -> Maybe a | TC a 

 

20.71. Store/Load of Dynamic Values (Clean) 
 

Define a function that saves a Dynamic value to a file, specified by its file path. 

 

saveDynamic :: Dynamic String *World -> *World 

 

Define the inverse of the function above, that is, a function that reads a Dynamic value from a file, specified by 

its file path. 

 

loadDynamic :: String *World -> Dynamic 

 

Put dynamic values and functions into a file, read them back and try to apply the function to the values (if 

possible). 

20.72. Generic Equivalence (Clean) 
 

Implement the generic equivalence. 

 

generic gEq a :: a a -> Bool 
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(===) infix 4 :: a a -> Bool | gEq{|*|} a 

 

 

(=!=) infix 4 :: a a -> Bool | gEq{|*|} a 

 

20.73. Generic Zipping (Clean) 
 

Implement the generic zipping. 

 

generic gZip a b c :: a b -> c 

 

 

fzip :: (a -> (b -> c)) -> (d a) -> (d b) 

  -> (d c) | gZip{|*->*|} d 

 

 

bfzip :: (a -> (b -> c)) -> (d -> (e -> f)) 

  -> (g a d) -> (g b e) -> (g c f) 

  | gZip{|*->*->*|} g 

 

20.74. Generic Crush (Clean) 
 

Implement the generic crush operation. 

 

generic gCrush t :: (a a -> a) a t -> a 

generic gCrushRSt t :: t st -> st 

generic gCrushLSt t :: t st -> st 

 

 

fldr :: (a -> (b -> b)) b (t a) -> b 

  | gCrushRSt{|*->*|} t & bimap{|*|} b 

 

 

fldl :: (b -> (a -> b)) b (t a) -> b 

  | gCrushLSt{|*->*|} t & bimap{|*|} b 

 

20.75. Generic Conversion to String (Clean) 
 

Implement a generic conversion to String. Try to make it as detailed as possible. 

 

generic gToString a :: String a -> String 

 

 

toString :: a -> String | gToString{|*|} a 

 

 

listToString :: [a] -> String | gToString{|*|} a 
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20.76. AVL Tree: Basic Definitions 
 

Consider the following definition of a binary tree: 

 

data Tree a = Empty 

            | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a) 

            deriving (Eq, Show) 

 

Define a function for finding the height of the tree (which is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf 

in the tree). 

 

height :: Tree a -> Int 

 

Define a function to determine the difference between the height of the left and right subtrees. 

 

skew :: Tree a -> Int 

 

20.77. AVL Tree: Balanced Tree 
 

Consider the following definition of a binary tree: 

 

data Tree a = Empty 

            | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a) 

            deriving (Eq, Show) 

 

Define a function to determine if a tree is balanced, that is, the absolute value of skewness is  and all the 

subtrees are balanced. 

 

balanced :: Tree a -> Bool 

 

20.78. AVL Tree: Rotations 
 

Consider the following definition of a binary tree: 

 

data Tree a = Empty 

            | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a) 

            deriving (Eq, Show) 

 

Rotate to the right: 

 

rotateRight :: Tree a -> Tree a 

 

Rotate to the left: 

 

rotateLeft :: Tree a -> Tree a 
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Rotate to the left then to the right: 

 

rotateLeftRight :: Tree a -> Tree a 

 

Rotate to the right then to the left: 

 

rotateRightLeft :: Tree a -> Tree a 

 

20.79. AVL Tree: Balancing 
 

Consider the following definition of a binary tree: 

 

data Tree a = Empty 

            | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a) 

            deriving (Eq, Show) 

 

Define a function for balancing the tree: 

 

balance :: Tree a -> Tree a 

 

 

20.80. AVL Tree: Balanced Insert 
 

Consider the following definition of a binary tree: 

 

data Tree a = Empty 

            | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a) 

            deriving (Eq, Show) 

 

Define a function for inserting elements in combination with continuously balancing the resulting tree. 

 

balancedInsert :: Ord a => a -> Tree a -> Tree a 

 

Define an inorder traversal. 

 

inorder :: Tree a -> [a] 

 

Define sorting lists via inserting elements into an AVL tree. 

 

avlSort :: Ord a => [a] -> [a] 
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20.81. Bidirectional List: Traversal 
 

Implement a "list with zipper" which allows bidirectional traversal and processing of a linked list. 

Define the ZipList type, together with the associated Context and Location types. 

 

ZipList  :: * -> * 

Context  :: * -> * 

Location :: * -> * 

 

Implement operations for moving the focus to the left and to the right. 

 

left  :: Location a -> Location a 

right :: Location a -> Location a 

 

20.82. Bidirectional List: Insertion/Removal 
 

Implement a "list with zipper" which allows bidirectional traversal and processing of a linked list. 

Define functions for inserting elements to the left and to the right of the cursor in constant time. 

 

insertLeft  :: a -> Location a -> Location a 

insertRight :: a -> Location a -> Location a 

 

Define a function for deleting element at the cursor in constant time. 

 

delete :: Location a -> Location a 

 

20.83. Finger Tree Application: Random-Access Sequences 
 

Define an efficient implementation of sequences (using a finger tree) which supports fast positional operations: 

accessing the th element and splitting a sequence at a certain position. 

 

Seq :: * -> * 

 

 

length :: Seq a -> Int 

 

 

elemAt :: Seq a -> Int -> a 

 

 

splitAt :: Int -> Seq a -> (Seq a, Seq a) 

 

20.84. Simulating Textual Input/Output 
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Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

 

write     :: String -> TextIO () 

writeLine :: String -> TextIO () 

readChar  :: TextIO Char 

readLine  :: TextIO String 

 

type Input  = String 

type Output = String 

 

runTextIO :: TextIO a -> String 

  -> (a, Input, Output) 

 

20.85. Simulating Textual Input/Output: The TextIO Type 
 

Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

Define the TextIO type: 

 

TextIO :: * -> * 

 

20.86. Simulating Textual Input/Output: Monad Instance 
 

Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

Turn the TextIO type into a Monad: 

 

class Monad m where 

  (>>=)  :: m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b 

  (>>)   :: m a -> m b -> m b 

 

 

  return :: a -> m a 

 

 

  fail   :: String -> m a 

 

Run function: 

 

runTextIO :: TextIO a -> String 

  -> (a,Input,Output) 

 

20.87. Simulating Textual Input/Output: Monadic Operations 
 

Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

Print text: 

 

write     :: String -> TextIO () 
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Print text with line break: 

 

writeLine :: String -> TextIO () 

 

Read character: 

 

readChar :: TextIO Char 

 

Read characters until line break: 

 

readLine :: TextIO String 

 

20.88. Simulating Textual Input/Output with State 
 

Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

Define the TextIO type using the State monad. 

Remark. The previously given types should not change. 

Define a Monad instance for TextIO, using a State monad. 

Redefine the run function using the State monad. 

Redefine the monadic operations using the State monad. 

20.89. Simulating Textual Input/Output with Writer 
 

Define the TextIO monad. Its purpose is to simulate the read and print operations from the IO monad. 

Remark. The previously given types should not change. 

Define a Monad instance for TextIO, using a Writer monad. 

Redefine the run function using the Writer monad. 

Redefine the monadic operations using the Writer monad. 

20.90. Simulating Textual Input/Output 
 

Define the TextIO monad as a composition of the State and Writer monads. Its purpose is to simulate the read 

and print operations from the IO monad. 

 

write     :: String -> TextIO () 

writeLine :: String -> TextIO () 

readChar  :: TextIO Char 

readLine  :: TextIO String 

 

type Input  = String 

type Output = String 

 

runTextIO :: TextIO a -> String 

  -> (a, Input, Output) 
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20.91. Simulating Textual Input/Output (cont'd) 
 

Define the TextIO monad as a composition of the State and Writer monads. Its purpose is to simulate the read 

and print operations from the IO monad. 

Define the TextIO type. 

Remark. Note that the Monad instance comes for free. 

Define the run function. 

Define the monadic operations. 

20.92. The TextIO Monad Transformer 
 

Define a monad transformer for the TexIO monad, the TextIOT type. 

Define the TextIOT type, parametrized over the type of the data it can process. 

Define a MonadTextIO type class that includes all the monadic operations for the TextIO monad. 

Define the run function for the transformer. 

 

runTextIOT :: TextIOT s m a -> s -> m (a, s, s) 

 

20.93. The TextI 
 

Monad Transformer (cont'd) 

Define a monad transformer for the TexIO monad, the TextIOT type. 

Define a Monad instance. 

 

class Monad m where 

  (>>=)  :: m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b 

  (>>)   :: m a -> m b -> m b 

  return :: a -> m a 

  fail   :: String -> m a 

 

Define a MonadTrans instance. 

 

class MonadTrans t where 

  lift :: Monad m => m a -> t m a 

 

20.94. The TextIO Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

Define a monad transformer for the TexIO monad, the TextIOT type. 

Define a MonadReader instance. 

 

class Monad m => MonadReader m where 

  type EnvType m 
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  ask   :: m (EnvType m) 

  local :: ((EnvType m) -> (EnvType m)) 

    -> m a -> m a 

 

Define a MonadState instance. 

 

class Monad m => MonadState m where 

  type StateType m 

  get :: m (StateType m) 

  put :: (StateType m) -> m () 

 

20.95. The TextIO Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

Define a monad transformer for the TexIO monad, the TextIOT type. 

Define a MonadWriter instance. 

 

class (Monoid (WriterType m), Monad m) 

  => MonadWriter m where 

  type WriterType m 

  tell    :: (WriterType m) -> m () 

  listen  :: m a -> m (a, (WriterType m)) 

  pass    :: m (a, (WriterType m) 

    -> (WriterType m)) -> m a 

 

Define a MonadIO instance. 

 

class Monad m => MonadIO a where 

  liftIO :: IO a -> m a 

 

20.96. The TextIO Monad Transformer (cont'd) 
 

Define a monad transformer for the TexIO monad, the TextIOT type. 

Define a MonadTextIO instance for the Reader monad. 

Define a MonadTextIO instance for the State monad. 

Define a MonadTextIO instance for the Writer monad. 

20.97. Extending Parser Combinators 
 

Implement a whitespace parser, which recognizes a non-empty section of whitespace characters. The actual 

nature of the whitespace is irrelevant, and should be discarded. 

 

type Parser a = String -> a 

 

whitespace :: Parser () 

 

Hint. Use Data.Char.isSpace. 

Implement a variation ows for which the whitespace is optional. 
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ows :: Parser () 

 

20.98. Parsing Numeric Expressions (cont'd) 
 

Implement a parser expression which recognizes simple numeric expressions, written in postfix form (Reverse 

Polish Notation). Such expression may contain decimal, non-negative numbers and the basic integer operations: 

+, -, *, /. The input string may contain whitespaces. 

The result type should be the Expr type. 

 

data Expr 

  = Lit Integer 

  | Add Expr Expr 

  | Sub Expr Expr 

  | Mul Expr Expr 

  | Div Expr Expr 

 

expression :: Parser Expr 

 

20.99. Parsing Numeric Expressions (cont'd) 
 

Implement a parser expression which recognizes simple numeric expressions, written in prefix form (Reverse 

Polish Notation). Such expression may contain decimal, non-negative numbers and the basic integer operations: 

+, -, *, /. The input string may contain whitespaces. 

The result type should be the Expr type. 

 

number :: Parser Integer 

 

 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division 

  :: Parser Expr 

 

 

expression :: Parser Expr 

 

20.100. Turtle Graphics 
 

Define a data type and the associated combinators, which implements "Turtle graphics" programs. 

 

Program :: * 

 

type Point = (Double, Double) 

type Line  = (Point, Point) 

runProgram :: Program -> [Line] 

 

forward, backward, turnLeft, turnRight 

  :: Double -> Program 

penUp, penDown, stop  :: Program 

times     :: Integer -> Program -> Program 

forever   :: Program -> Program 

(>->)     :: Program -> Program -> Program 
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(<|>)     :: Program -> Program -> Program 

 

20.101. Turtle Graphics (cont'd) 
 

Define a data type and the associated combinators, which implements "Turtle graphics" programs. 

Define combinators for moving the turtle back and forth. 

 

forwards, backwards :: Double -> Program 

 

Define combinators for turning the turtle left and right. 

 

turnLeft, turnRight :: Double -> Program 

 

Define combinators for enabling/disabling creating lines. 

 

penDown, penUp :: Program 

 

20.102. Turtle Graphics (cont'd) 
 

Define a data type and the associated combinators, which implements "Turtle graphics" programs. 

Define a combinator for repeating a given Turtle program for a fixed number. 

 

times :: Integer -> Program -> Program 

 

Define a combinator for repeating a Turtle program forever. 

 

forever :: Program -> Program 

 

Define a combinator for stopping drawing. 

 

stop :: Program 

 

20.103. Turtle Graphics (cont'd) 
 

Define a data type and the associated combinators, which implements "Turtle graphics" programs. 

Define a combinator for combining two Turtle programs into a single one, to be executed sequentially. 

 

(>->) :: Program -> Program -> Program 

 

Define a combinator for combining two Turtle programs into a single one, to be executed in parallel. 
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(<|>) :: Program -> Program -> Program 

 

Define an evaluator function that produces a sequence of lines to be drawn by the Turtle program. 

 

type Point = (Double, Double) 

type Line  = (Point, Point) 

runProgram :: Program -> [Line] 

 

20.104. Parallel Grepping in Files 
 

Implement a grepping tool, which filters out the lines of a file that contain a certain sequence of characters. (For 

the sake of simplicity, wildcards are not supported.) 

 

grep :: String -> String -> Maybe String 

grep w s 

  | w `isInfixOf` s = Just s 

  | otherwise       = Nothing 

 

This is the sequential version: 

 

main :: IO () 

main = do 

  [f] <- getArgs 

  xs <- fmap lines $ readFile f 

  putStrLn $ unlines $ filter isJust $ map grep xs 

 

20.105. Parallel Grepping in Files with Strategies 
 

Implement a grepping tool, which filters out the lines of a file that contain a certain sequence of characters. (For 

the sake of simplicity, wildcards are not supported.) 

Parallelize the program using static partitioning by the use of strategies. 

Improve the parallelization of the program using dynamic partitioning by the use of strategies. 

Experiment with different granularity, that is, introduce splitting the input list into chunks of size  by the the 

use of strategies. 

20.106. Parallel Grepping in Files with the Par Monad 
 

Implement a grepping tool, which filters out the lines of a file that contain a certain sequence of characters. (For 

the sake of simplicity, wildcards are not supported.) 

Parallelize the program using static partitioning by the use of the Par monad. 

Improve the parallelization of the program using dynamic partitioning by the use of the Par monad. 

Change the granularity, that is, splitthe input list into chunks of size  by the the use of the Par monad. 

20.107. Bounded Channel 
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Implement a bounded channel type, with the following interface: 

Hint. Use either MVar or STM. 

 

BoundedChan :: * -> * 

 

 

newBoundedChan :: Int -> IO (BoundedChan a) 

 

Takes the size of the channel. 

 

readBoundedChan :: BoundedChan a -> IO a 

 

 

writeBoundedChan :: BoundedChan a -> a -> IO () 

 

Blocks if the channel is full. 

20.108. TMVar: STM-Based Shared Variable 
 

Implement the MVar type using STM, with the following interface: 

 

newtype TMVar a = TMVar (TVar (Maybe a)) 

 

newEmptyTMVar :: STM (TMVar a) 

 

 

takeTMVar :: TMVar a -> STM a 

 

 

putTMVar :: TMVar a -> a -> STM () 

 

20.109. A Distributed Key-Value Store 
 

A key-value store is a simple database that supports only operations to store and retrieve values associated with 

keys. Use the distributed-process framework to implement a distributed fault-tolerant key-value store. 

 

type Database 

type Key   = String 

type Value = String 

 

createDB :: Process Database 

set :: Database -> Key -> Value -> Process () 

-- Return Nothing if the key has no entry. 

get :: Database -> Key -> Process (Maybe Value) 

 

20.110. Implementing a Single-Node Database 
 

Extend the Database module with the functions required for implementing a single-node database. 
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• createDB should spawn a process to act as the database. It can spawn on the current node. 

• get and set should talk to the database process via messages. There have to be the corresponding message type 

and the operations defined. 

20.111. Making the Database Distributed: Load Balancing 
 

Divide up the key space uniformly and store each portion of the key space on a separate node. 

Find and implement a function that guarantees that the load is well-balanced between the nodes. 

20.112. Make the Database Distributed 
 

There will still be a single process handling requests from the clients. However, this process needs to delegate 

requests to the correct worker process according to the key. 

Arrange to start worker processes on each of the node. The list of nodes in the network is passed to createDB. 

Write the code for the worker process. The worker process needs to maintain its own Map and handle get and 

set requests. 

Make the main database process delegate operations to the correct workers. Make the worker reply directly to 

the original client rather than having to forward the response from the worker back to the client. 

20.113. Implementing Fault Tolerance 
 

Implement fault tolerance by replicating the database across multiple nodes. 

Make the main database process monitor all the worker processes. Detect failure of a worker and emit a message 

using say. Use receiveWait to wait for multiple types of message. 

Put the workers in pairs and give each pair a slice of the key space. Both workers in the pair will have exactly 

the same data. 

Forward requests to both workers in the pair. If a worker dies, remove the worker from the list of workers.  

20.114. Hello World in iTask (Clean) 
 

 

import iTasks 

derive bimap (,), Maybe 

 

hello = showInformation "Press Ok to terminate" [] "Hello World!" 

 

Add the Person and Gender custom types to this program to display information for a person instead: 

 

:: Person = { firstName   :: String 

            , lastName    :: String 

            , dateOfBirth :: Date 

            , gender      :: Gender } 

 

:: Gender = Male | Female 

 

derive class iTask Person, Gender 
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20.115. Editing Values with iTask (Clean) 
 

 

import iTasks 

derive bimap (,), Maybe 

 

hello = showInformation "Press Ok to terminate" [] "Hello World!" 

 

Replace showInformation with updateInformation to read information from the user, hence the string becomes 

replaceable. 

Replace updateInformation with enterInformation. Instead of offering a value of the requested type, add the 

desired type signature for hello. 

Edit values of type (Editable Person), (Display Person), and (Hidden Person). 

20.116. iTask Workflows (Clean) 
 

Write a workflow that asks the user to first enter his/her first name, last name, date of birth (of type Date), and 

gender (of type Gender). The workflow must return the result as a Person value. 

 

:: Person = { firstName   :: String 

            , lastName    :: String 

            , dateOfBirth :: Date 

            , gender      :: Gender } 

 

:: Gender = Male | Female 

 

Write a workflow in which the user can enter a number of Person values. The result of this workflow must be of 

type [Person]. 

20.117. iTask: Workflow Pattern (Clean) 
 

Write a workflow pattern while that has the following signature: 

 

while :: (a -> Bool) (a -> Task a) a 

  -> Task a | iTask a 

 

Semantics: (while c t a) repeats a task t as long as the predicate c is valid for the initial value a and subsequent 

values produced by applying t. 

Test: 

 

positive :: Tast Int 

positive = while ((>=) 0) 

  (updateInformation 

    "Please enter a positive number" 

    []) 

  0 

 

20.118. iTask: Higher-Order Task Pattern (Clean) 
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Consider the following higher-order task pattern: 

 

repeatUntilApproved :: (Task a) 

  -> Task a | iTask a 

repeatUntilApproved task = task 

  >>= \v -> 

    enterChoice "Approve result: " [About v] 

      [("Yes", Hidden (return v)) 

      ,("No" , Hidden (repeatUntilApproved task))] 

  >>= \(_, Hidden c) -> c 

 

Change this combinator such that it uses actions instead of the choice construct with hidden continuation tasks. 

20.119. iTask: Palindrome (Clean) 
 

Use the >?* combinator to enhance a String editor task with three actions: 

• An action labeled "No text entered" that is enabled only if no text has been entered; 

• An action labeled "Palindrome!" that is enabled only if text has been entered and is a palindrome; 

• An action labeled "Not palindrome." that is enabled only if text has been entered and is not a palindrome. 

20.120. iTask: Shared Data Sources (Clean) 
 

 

:: ToDo = { name     :: String 

          , deadline :: Date 

          , remark   :: Maybe Note 

          , done     :: Bool } 

 

derive class iTask ToDo 

 

toDoList :: Shared [ToDo] 

toDoList = sharedStore "List of Things to Do" [] 

 

updateToDoList :: Task [ToDo] 

updateToDoList = get toDoList 

  >>= updateInformation "The To Do List" [] 

  >>= set toDoList 

 

20.121. iTask: Shared Data Sources (Clean, cont'd) 
 

Enhance the updateInformation task with the following actions: 

• Sort the to do list by name or deadline; 

• Remove all to do items which deadline has passed; 

• Remove all to do items that have been done. 

20.122. iTask: Question User (Clean) 
 

Create a workflow that first selects an arbitrary user, then edits a question, and finally asks the selected user to 

answer the entered question. The answer must be displayed to the user who asked the question. 
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20.123. iTask: A Two-Person Number Guessing Game (Clean) 
 

 

delegate :: (Task a) -> Task a | iTask a 

delegate task = selectUser 

  >>= \user   -> user @: task 

  >>= \result -> 

        updateInformation "Check result" result 

 

Use delegate to write a workflow that first asks the current user to enter a secret number, then to select two other 

users who are going to try and guess the secret number. The user who guesses the number first wins. 

20.124. Observer for the Expression Language 
 

 

data Expr :: * where 

  ValI :: Integer -> Expr 

  ValB :: Bool -> Expr 

  Add  :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  And  :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  Eq   :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

  If   :: Expr -> Expr -> Expr -> Expr 

 

Write an observer for the expression language, printing expressions as strings. 

 

print :: Expr -> String 

 

20.125. Symbolic Vector 
 

Define a symbolic vector - this is a special data type that uses a so-called index function to describe a sequence 

of one-dimensional values, and stores a length for the sequence. 

 

type Ix     = Int 

type Length = Int 

 

SVector :: * -> * 

 

indexed :: (Ix -> a) -> Length -> SVector a 

 

 

freeze  :: SVector a -> [a] 

 

 

(...)   :: Enum a => a -> a -> SVector a 

 

20.126. Concatenation of Symbolic Vectors 
 

Define a function that implements concatenation of symbolic vectors. 

 

infixr 5 |++| 
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(|++|) :: SVector a -> SVector a -> SVector a 

 

For example: 

 

freeze ((1...5) |++| (6...10)) 

  ==  [1..5] ++ [6..10] 

 

20.127. Take Elements from a Symbolic Vector 
 

Define an operation for taking a given number of elements from a symbolic vector. 

 

svTake :: Int -> SVector a -> SVector a 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svTake 5    (1...10)) == take 5 [1..10] 

freeze (svTake 0    (1...10)) == take 0 [1..10] 

 

20.128. Drop Elements from a Symbolic Vector 
 

Define an operation for dropping a given number of elements from a symbolic vector. 

 

svDrop :: Int -> SVector a -> SVector a 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svDrop (-1) (1...10)) == drop (-1) [1..10] 

freeze (svDrop 5    (1...4))  == drop 5 [1..4] 

 

20.129. Reverse a Symbolic Vector 
 

Define an operation for reversing the order of elements in a symbolic vector. 

 

svReverse :: SVector a -> SVector a 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svReverse (1...10)) == reverse [1..10] 

 

20.130. Replicate into a Symbolic Vector 
 

Define an operation for building symbolic vectors by replicating a single element. 
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svReplicate :: Int -> a -> SVector a 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svReplicate 5 'a') == replicate 5 'a' 

 

20.131. Zipping Symbolic Vectors 
 

Define an operation for zipping symbolic vectors into a symbolic vector of pairs. 

 

svZip :: SVector a -> SVector b -> SVector (a, b) 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svZip (1...10) ('a'...'z')) == zip [1..10] ['a'..'z'] 

 

20.132. Mapping Symbolic Vectors 
 

Define an operation for mapping symbolic vectors. 

 

svMap :: (a -> b) -> SVector a -> SVector b 

 

For example: 

 

freeze (svMap even (1...10)) 

  == [ even x | x <- [1..10] ] 

 

20.133. Downloadable Examples: 
 

Please find additional example codes here: AFP_peldaprogramok.zip. 

AFP_peldaprogramok.zip

